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[Nuv07, And21, Ano90o, BS01, Bar90a, Bes95a, CG11, FCM21, GL22, GCS01, Hun00, Kar93a, Kar93b, Lak08, LXODT15, LH07, NGK08, YGM99, ZL01, Bes03b, Bro90, Har93a]. **Advantages** [Kha97, TCT05]. **Adversity** [Fra00b]. **advise** [Lin10b, Lin07a, Lin14]. **advisors** [MCT06]. **Aero** [Eri00]. **aeronautics** [ADNP01]. **aerospace** [CWBG03, CH01, GTW02, KK05, LL98, MOM08, PV00]. **aerospace-challenging** [CWBG03]. **aesthetic** [CS08a]. **affect** [Ano94m, FBBBM22, LWC09, LQ94, Paf04, WSF13, Won05a, vWvRN17]. **affecting** [HT08, dLP06, LL93a, LL93b, MMC +23, NDP07, OWC03, PS97a, PS97b, WHP85, WWH15]. **affects** [ZWZ +23, vRE21]. **affiliates** [ZMH22]. **affiliation** [Boa08, GC10a]. **affordance** [LDMS23]. **affordances** [BKP23]. **Africa** [AN16, Cha22, Fab96, HB03, MBA +12, OKvB23, SPO08, Ven14, BH03]. **African** [BBDM01, LP07, Moo03, OOA04]. **after** [ND15b, SSP04, Sz´a94a, Sz´a94b]. **against** [CAdNFP04, Lin10c, McB13]. **Age** [Kra15, FN21, MFH16, MT05, Tan87, Won05a, dIHBR22, Arr04]. **Agencies** [CNPV04]. **agency** [FCH01, PV00]. **agenda** [AM23, Da 01, Hew99, OVD21, SWW12]. **agent** [Cha08, LGY05, ZZL22]. **agent-based** [ZZL22]. **agents** [Ano94x, Aut94, Car98c, Ved97]. **ages** [vGS09, Kap03]. **AGFA** [Car98a]. **AGFA/BAYER** [Car98a]. **agglomeration** [OWCvdB15, dSSD09, TKSM08]. **aggregations** [CT97]. **Agile** [VBA06, GTW02, Ket09]. **agility** [LW21, WA04a]. **agility-control-nexus** [CW21]. **Agnelli** [Agn89]. **ago** [Hit93]. **agreements** [CCB20, Cab19, NH99]. **agri** [ARvT04]. **agri-food** [ARvT04]. **agricultural** [KL08a, Ree99, RS03]. **agro** [SO02]. **agro-biotechnology** [SO02]. **ahead** [LD02]. **AHP** [CPXC02]. **AI** [KBC22, LKCK22, MWC22]. **AI- adoption** [LKCK22]. **AI-powered** [MWC22]. **aid** [Sma01]. **aided** [Pur92, Tan87]. **Aiding** [Mal02]. **aimed** [YNS18]. **aircraft** [Eri00, MY02, Mow90]. **airline** [Rue88, Sch92]. **Airy** [Hay88f]. **al** [Fra02d]. **Alan** [Gil96]. **Albert** [Lae03, Per04, Ros89c, Ano94m]. **Alberta** [Mer94b, HK02]. **alcoholic** [IIA97b, IIA97a]. **Aldershot** [Fit00, Gra03, Har97c, Hay95, Rad97, Tat04]. **Alec** [Bes02a]. **alertness** [Fel22]. **Alex** [Par03a]. **Alice** [OH04]. **Aligning** [GBV23]. **alignment** [DNS +03, HKR +22, Mo97b, Mo97a, Pil04, SH02, VM12]. **Alison** [SzW07]. **Alliance** [LL04b, OKP13, RG06, TWGB02b, BA10, KM06b, LWC +12, LH21, MZG17, Ve15, LL04b]. **Alliances** [AP08, ALRSD04, Ano94-32, Ano04-37, BCS06, CRK00, CS00, CH01, GM23, HF18, How94, KS07, KS04a, LPN22, LWC +12, LH21, NH99, NB92, OM88, PG94, SJ21, VD04, XR08, Yas05, YI05, dMD05]. **alliancing** [LW91]. **Allinson** [Min94]. **allocation** [NJ04]. **Allworth** [Why05]. **alone** [FBBBM22]. **along** [CBK03]. **alta** [Ano94-28]. **alternate** [Paf04]. **Altman** [Har93a]. **altruism** [NK22]. **aluminium** [HS02]. **Alvey** [Hob88, Hob90]. **always** [BZIZ21, GdWNPC03, SCH19, YK08, vWvRN17]. **ALZA** [Zaf81].
Amazon [Sap10, WT19]. Ambidexterity [FN21, ASA+22, CYM+16, DTD13, Der14, dVdWNF+10]. Ambidextrous [LH21, YXH21]. amélioration [Ano94-36]. América [Ros89b, HHA84, Ram81]. American [Buc91, Ros89b, BYCS00, FS84, Mas86, May86, MS98, Rue86, ZYSL21, Joh92a]. Amex [Won04]. amidst [WH04c]. Amit [Bul97]. Among [Koc09, CW06, DMW13, FDVB10, GS10, JJS+18, KDH02, KFEC15, MT08, MNL22, Neu12, SSGN23, ZCF19]. amongst [BS97]. Amsden [OH04]. Amsterdam [Bro07, Dod87a, Gof07, Leh07]. AMT [ETA02, Par00, BR16, Soh96]. Anaerobic [Ano94a, RGSK94], analog [WKN03]. analogy [Aab09]. analyse [ML05]. analyses [Bro92]. analysing [Tön15, WSH23, DJ05]. Analysis [AM10, CLT06, CLZ18, CLZ21, Gal06b, MRGT11, OOKBD14, PSS00, wtcLoSDD91, AH85, AM01, AT99, AT93, AW12, Ano93j, Ano93i, Ano93p, Ano94p, AS18, AdA08, BMV02, BH16, BF03, BF05, BG10, BABA15, BML07, BVC21, BCC+11, BNV05a, CA01, CT12, Cav16, CS04, CS05, CYM+16, CYJ07, CCY05, CY00, CbLjJ12, CR02, Col81, Dav93, DGD21, DHT22, DPH+22, DGJ23, DLR07, DB19, EMK12, FC06, FRWT06, FMV00, FCS21, FR15, FGS07, GKK23, GKB12, Gup89, HBS07, HS14, Han94, HPB03, Har97c, Hit04, Hit06, Ho09, Hos00, HS19, HT08, IKJ07, IKLO1, IM10, JFJFCMC+12, KTS10, KZ18, KT02, KBS01, KK07, Kum05, Kum06, Lay93, LS07, LJK21, Lev93, LB87, LL05a, MJK04, ML08b, MRGTDG21, MW14, Mat22, MOWG02, MRC14, Miy96, Miy00]. analysis [MI07, MR00, MYR+21, MI90, Nay88, NLC98, NB92, Nwo02, OS08, Pet98, Pet11, Phi99, Pri17, RDAY23, RG10, Red14, RGJ13, SGB12, SRD06, SF05, Sna01, STS88, SKL17, SH10b, TW02, TWGB02a, TKSM08, TDC11, TDA05, Tsn02, UBCF19, Vit90, WTA97, WMG01, WNGB03, WN03, WH04c, WLO09, WWYZ23, Wes93a, Wes93b, WvdVM07, Wi93, WJK15, WHB21, YM99, YW08, dV94, IS06, NW23]. analytic [AM92a, IMBH98]. analytical [AM92b, SS22]. analyze [CS06, DGP10]. Analyzing [AW12, Lan09, LH14, BC99, JY15, PG11]. anatomy [Win87]. ancestry [OGOF22]. anchors [BCM12]. ancient [Guy96b]. André [Ano13b]. Andrea [Edw04]. Andrew [Dod88, Edw04, Gra03, Sod08, Tra00]. Andy [Sap10]. angel [Es05, LCRL22, Ano94-27]. Angelo [Gra01]. Angelo [Ti02]. Anglo-Japanese [Ti02]. Anmol [Kaz03]. Anne [Fra03b, Mur91]. Annie [Coo97]. Announcement [Ano83a, Ano91a, Ano97a, Ano80a, Ano86e, Ano87]. Announcements [Ano85a, Ano90b]. answer [Bal10]. Antecedents [SVV15, TWBC21, WWY15, MWC22, RB09, SO20, VB05, BC12, EH14]. anti [LL22, TW02]. anti-dumping [LL22]. anti-hypertensive [TW02]. anticipate [SB02]. Anticipating [KKL19, FHBDO16]. antique [CP11]. Antonelli [Eva02]. Antonio [Gra01]. Anwendung [Ano94j]. anyway [BM16a]. app [CP23, Kan22]. apparel [Moo03]. appeal [BNV05b]. appendices [Kaz03]. Apple [Kan22, dHOvdKS16]. applicable [YH11]. aplicaciones [Ano94t]. Application.
applications [Ano94t, Cha94, CLC13, FB93, Fun06, GKK23, Gup90, IAA94b, LYY+22, hL05, OM18, TFS+22, Fra02d]. Applied [HG92, AO10, BCV21, Cha08, KS10a, Nob04, SG22, Smi85, Ved81, VM97]. Applying [KKP17, NVMD22, Kuc07]. appraisal [HKJ07, OC85, Tho88b, Tho88c]. Approach [Fra01b, ANI+22, Bar95, Bar92b, BCM+22, BCPP23, BSMC23, BMRG00, Car04, CHT99, CJH+07, CG11, CLZ+22, Chi21, Clo91, Dow93a, Dow93b, EY22, EM59, FRWTO6, FMV00, GLYP13, GH1H22, Gre06, HKW+22, HW01, HW02, II92a, II92b, KS21, KB09, KA06, LB21, LYP09, LJAK21, LK22, LW21, Lin86, MG21, MAMD22, Meh88, MANKK22, MG08, MCT06, MBA+12, NPG17, NSYL18, Nwo02, OR06, PGK19, Pra86, Sgo95, SSS17, Sma01, Sou83b, SCS06, TCC+22, Ven96, Wes93a, Wes93b, YJLL20, YJLL21, YLH22, ZSL22, Zs807, Par8b]. approaches [Gil96, Lin11e, TAM11, We95]. Appropriability [RHL09]. Appropriation [Sha86, BB20, Cab19, FMF21, HHL21, MPV13, Neu12, ZLH17]. April [Ano21a, Ano22a] Arab [ASHC09]. Aragon [ST95, SP98a, SP98b]. Aragonese [PS09a]. arbuscular [SO02]. Arch [GQ07]. Archer [Pot93]. archetypes [MRGTD21]. Archibugi [Hay01a, Hay01c, Pap04]. Architecting [Cv905]. architectural [HKRR20]. architecture [JSP22, LGY05, LCLC03]. architectures [BWF18, ZDG14]. area [BS01, CT12, Die00]. areas [BS08, CP11, ETM96, LS07, RS03]. arena [Car98a]. Argentina [AL11]. Argentine [MPV13]. arising [Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c]. Armistead [Del97]. Arnold [Hay77a, Lim06]. arrangements [BK89, CH01, HB89]. Art [Hay86c, BB95, CM94, Hi89b, Hu91, Lin02]. Arthur [Ano94b]. Article [Ano12a, Hi93]. artifacts [DAR07]. Artificial [CM96, ZWD09, CEDER21, Cha94, DDFS23]. ASEAN [Ano94-30, JL98, SS94, WC07]. Asia [Won08, Hobs95, HCK01, Hos99, Hu17, Min95, Won13, Kap01]. Asia-Innovation [Won08]. Asia-The [Won13]. Asian [BWF18, Kim87]. ASIC [CD92a, CD92b]. Asking [ABGS13]. aspect [CL98, LS07]. aspects [Bar96, Gup90, DAO92a, SL98b, Tho88b]. assembled [Lag17]. assertiveness [WwRV17]. assess [CCF23, SPLB19]. Assessing [AC08, BDNP06, BC92, CL05a, JH18, LO10, Mow88, S0h96, BAWK12, MG98]. Assessment [DB05, FOL+03, FJ12, KET22, OTA01, VLH23, AM01, AKKS12, Bes02d, BLQ800b, CMA07, CN90, CN92, FAH08, GG05, Hay85b, IMIY87, Jol08, Lan98b, MI90, MBA+12, ON96, PR96, PR97, PPP8a, PPP8b, PDW00, RMGDL08, Sap89, SH08, SD23, TOS+00, Van10, ZWD09, dvdWNF+10].
assessments [NVMD22]. asset [FN21, YNS18]. asset-creation [YNS18].
assets [ASA+22, AW11, GBM98a, GBM98b, KMID11, LT09, SSF12, SM95, SS07].
Assimakopoulos [Giu09]. assimilation [WA03, WAN03]. assist [OC85].
Association [Hay93c, Hay87d, Hay88e, Hay9a, Smi85]. associations [Ros89b]. assurance [CWBG03]. Aston [Hay93c, Guy96a]. asymmetric [AMP22, HF18]. Athens [FLKF+06].
Australasian [orr97, ZS04a, ZS04b]. Australia [RAS15, Soh97b, SPP98, STZ03, TNSG96, TSH02]. Australian [Phi99, BS97, Bea98, Bea05, BS06, MB04, PS00b, Rya90, Rya96, Sha03, SGFS99, SPS01, TS00, Wan89, Wan91, Wit85]. Austria [KT02]. Austrian [WSF13]. authentic [LCWC09]. Author [Ano89a, Ano90a, Ano91b, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano95n, Ano96n, Ano97p, Lin14]. auto [KK04].
automakers [AS18]. Automation [Ano94c, Hit94, Orr97, Ale99, Gol86, GPR89, Hay88f, KKRM05, San95, Tan95, vDvM89]. automobile [Kha97, Kha98d, Kha98c, KS10b, LVHR10, MY02]. automobiles [Kha98d, Kha98c]. Automotive [Ame95, AA22, BWF18, Hel94a, Hel94b, HW18, IKL01, LPS03, LG22, Nob04, PS00a, Thu18]. autonomous [MWC22]. autonomously [RWP19]. Available [Rus94, Kra15, LOCSBGMH16]. Avatar [KMF09]. Avatar-based [KMF09]. Avebury [Har97c, Rad97]. Avenue [Per97b]. Averrou [De 04]. aviation [Gee06]. avoid [Lin14]. awake [Sch09]. Award [AHAAEA03, Ugh88, vAdMSC94b, vAdMSC94a]. aware [IPP14]. awareness [Ber96, SY14, dBJ02]. AY [Rus94]. Aydalot [Hay91a].
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Ano94-27, AP08, AES95, AVA22, AC07, BGA09, BC10, Bar95, Bar15, BWF18, BMLL07, Boh18, BGR91, BF86, CK22, CR00, CA02, xCZZ+22, CK18, CL22, CS13, CGLSNDV15, D'I14, DTD13, D21D1, DR88, EFV02, Falk05, FCM21, Fig02, FCS21, Fre99, Gal05, GMNL07, GW10, GPR89, GGJ22, Hag90, HS91, HS90, HF18, HESPSL11, HN08, HC13, HDE21, Jan21, JJS+18, KP12, KJ97, KOX21, Kra22a, KPG07, LNB21, Lee11, LWP14, LLB89, hLwChLbL04, Lic05, CL22b, Maj22, Mal87, Mal02, ML08b, MC00, MK96, NGK08, Paf04, PR96, PSG22, PSLCJ05, RF12, RB21, RGH19, S´an94, SNA92, SNA90a, SNA90b, SFV12, SFVI21, Tei22, TDC11, Tsa05a, Tsu02, WMN95, WOL05. \textbf{firm} [hWyLbC08, WCW+14, WLY14, WLTH23, WSF13, WH04b, WH04a, WQQZ21, YK08, YI05, YW08, ZCR22, ZLJ+21, ZXDG19, dVdWNF+10, dHBR22, LSIS19, Ver91b]. \textbf{firm-level} [BC10, BMLL07, GW10, HBS07, ML08b, NGK08, SRDS06, TDC11, dVdWNF+10]. \textbf{Firmen} [Ano94-29]. \textbf{Firms} [Coo16, Nuv07, Pra10, ALvKL06, AL05, And21, Ano94x, Ano94y, ALCLdF+15, AP08, AddA08, ABUS05, AVA22, Aut94, BMW14, BYCS00, Ban03a, Ban04, BCS06, Ber96, Bro92, BM05, BF06, BM07, BRP94, BOBT22, CS08a, CKR00, Car01, Cha22, CCC+12, CHL21, CR06, CCV11, CC11, CLRL96, CY00, CBK03, CK12b, CKM13, DvCAS16, DVS19, DMW13, DLL06, DH06, DVHL22, Dur86, EGB15, EW97, FKT95, FC95, F187a, FOW97, Fre05, FL15, GMLMV07, GST08, Gar96, GANA07, GGGGR22, GM00, GM30, Har97a, Har97b, HdWN21, HN92a, HW18, HY04, HPBP98, HST05, HHH09, HT08, HGL08, HI01, IH07, Jar86, JMR01, JR91, JJS+18, KKWM02, KZ18, Kha99, Kin87, KJE96, Kra22b, KGK07, KK87, KFL11, LWC09, LDF+21, LWP14, LAY19, LDMS03, LL03, LL05a, LL05b]. \textbf{firms} [Mac97b, MKK04, MGRM13, dCLSNL08, MD03, MAKKM22, Moh95, MS99, OSG04, OG05, OS08, OC91, Oak03, OCA09, Pap03, PA15, Per97a, Pif99, PH08, QGBV04, RWP19, RGFLRP21, Rots89, Rya96, Sae05, SC17, SCS22, SP98a, SP98b, SNM12, SVAG07, Sar22, SU11, Sch09, SH10a, Sen85, SG22, SGWL16, Sna90a, Sna90b, Sna90c, Sna90d, Sna98, S588, SC17, SCM11, SH010, Sun96, TWGB02a, TS00, Tett01, TM03, Tod94b, Tod94a, TA10, Tsa05b, VB05, Vel15, VTRM12, VX97, VRS+22, WCT10, WSN+18, WKN04b, WSH23, WvdVM07, WH06, WVG+98, WGV+98, XRO8, YWL22, YZY10, ZYSL21, dAASA21, vdEJG08, JH18, Koc90, Aug06b, Cou90, Cou91, Gar85, Hay88e]. \textbf{First} [But95, Holo93, Coz06, Hay90c, Hay97b, IKL01, Lay93, RIo4, Ru05]. \textbf{first} [IKL01]. \textbf{fish} [BM05, SB8]. \textbf{fit} [BBT19, LWC09, Lin10b, Lin11d, XZD19]. \textbf{fittest} [SBMP13]. \textbf{Fitting} [BN88]. \textbf{five} [Car99b, IH07, EWE22]. \textbf{flat} [BM05]. \textbf{Fleck} [Poy97]. \textbf{Flensburg} [Dre06]. \textbf{Fletcher} [Her92b]. \textbf{Flexibility} [CGW05, KvdEV01, SP03, CCL+06, KZ18, MAB+23, YZY10, Hay97d]. \textbf{Flexibility-driven} [CGW05]. \textbf{Flexible} [GPR89, dVdM89, AGM89, Ano89p, Ano94m, Gup88, GC96, LQ94, San95]. \textbf{floor} [Gaz86, LB82]. \textbf{Florida} [Ano07k]. \textbf{FLOSS} [YA11]. \textbf{flow} [CYK19, CD00, FLH+02, FGS07, Ott97, RAS15]. \textbf{flows}
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I-Space [BC99]. Iammarino [Arc03]. IAMOT [Ano07k, Ano09l, YKW10].
Iammarino [Arc03]. IC [Ano94l, CSH94, CT02, KKG07, KKG07]. ICAM [Tan87]. ice [Ver05]. ICT [BMLL07, CS02, Fal05, FAH08, HAA09, LD05, MCT06, SPKK08, VM11].
ICT-linked [Fal05]. ICTs [OOA04]. Idea [Gil97, HKW+22, MM02, NPG14, OE87, PKH15, UB82, PKH15]. ideation [OSSC21]. Identification [OSSC21, BK89, MPCRB+03, ÖBA09, SC17, Ven96, WGW22, Cav16].
identify [QvdR21, SS22, WTN98b, WTN98a, WVG+98, WGV+98].
Identifying [BH16, GLYP13, LW11, Lin13b, MWJ23, OS08, SS21, HS14, Lido5, YLH22, KR12, RS14, Wal12]. idle [OIOA01]. IEE [Rue94]. IFS [BB95, Bes95c, Mer94a]. Igniting [Bes01b]. ihre [Ano94j]. II [AHAAEA03, Box01, FFJ92, Ish89b, Sna90b, Tho88c, WP06b, Whi90a]. III [Fra01c, Sna90c, WP06c, Whi90b]. illustration [ET98, MZL15]. Ilori [Ano94-31]. imbalance [HF18]. imitation [AAA23, RL06]. Immediacy [WHB21]. immediate [KM11]. imogolite [Coo90]. Impact [Bam94, Lin11f, SAY09, SY14, VLIC12, dVV16, ASI99, AKBA07, AC08, AKKS12, AHP16, ALM22, AB23, BGA09, BC10, BS05, Boa08, BC92, dABKS14, CCB20, CMA07, CCF23, CLW10, DCD22, Der14, Efr14, ERY22, FCM21, FOW97, HPMI+23, HBM14, HS14, dCHDAALM07, Hon21, HBB21, HC10, HC13, ILR+12, JY22, Kaf06, Kas94a, Kas94b, KZ03, Lay93, LbKL91, LQ09, Lin09c, Lin13a, Lin16, LDMY22, LC22b, MFH16, MG08, NT16, OS04, OTA01, PCG22, PRA22, Pet11, PG11, SGB12, Sar22, SP22a, SH10a, SJ16, SMW21, SL14b, SD04, UOA00, UF22, WZGBA01, XW21, YWC09, ZWDZ21, dVdWNF+10, dHBR22, Lin12a, Rot87a]. impacting [KC07]. Impacts [Rue86, WA04b, WWYZ23, GC10a, GHU21, JSR19, KKP17, SV15, TPH15, WFWC21, WHB21]. impede [CH01]. impediments [DSS05, ZSO4a]. imperative [Ree99]. Imperatives [Dre04]. imperfect [AAGL23]. Imperial [Dre04, Lae04]. implantable [JFCFMC+12]. Implanting [OE87]. implement [CCF11, Kap11, MM11]. Implementation [GC98a, GC98b, Lin02, YGW06, YGW08, BAWK12, BM07, CCF23, CHT99, CS12, CPXC02, DFFM22, ETOA00, ETA02, Eng06, Gup96, HB89, KS21, KMK03, KKR05, LPS03, Mol97b, Mol97a, PC89, Soh97a, SM01, TCT05, VM92, Per96]. implementations [Ano90c, DB09, Mol95, Soh96]. Implementing [BBC06, BB89, BF97, CWBG03, Har96, Pra99, FRW06, GH91, Hay88c,
Hos03, HK86, LCLC03, Suc87]. **Implications**
[BO86b, DLL06, GH91, Gup00, AOO02, AM92a, AM92b, BE09, Bor01, CK22, CS84, DHT22, FKT95, Fox86b, FB93, FB05, GC96, GG03, GK06, Hyv06, II98, Jon96, LL04b, LHY04, LJ01, Mik01, Mii88, Mud95, Oak03, Oye01, RK04, Seg86, Sen85, SBMP13, SH99, SSP04, WVV15, ZLC18, dBJ03, Zeg87, Cre04].

**Import** [MKK04]. **Import-led** [MKK04]. **import** [CR19, D'I14, Hus10, LL05a, Lun14, MCMA09, NGK08, NS07, SM95, Ste89, VLIC12, Lin13d]. **important** [Ano94n, Cai94, Tre98]. **imports** [Win87]. **Impressively** [Lin10c]. **imprint** [Hay93a]. **improve** [BF99, CCC+12, GBV23, NSYL18, SRT18, WHP85]. **improved** [MAMD22, Ott03b]. **improvement** [CR19, D'I14, Hus10, LL05a, Lun14, MCMA09, NGK08, NS07, SM95, Ste89, VLIC12, Lin13d]. **important** [Ano94n, Cai94, Tre98]. **imports** [Win87]. **Impressively** [Lin10c]. **imprint** [Hay93a]. **improve** [BF99, CCC+12, GBV23, NSYL18, SRT18, WHP85]. **improved** [MAMD22, Ott03b]. **improvement** [CR19, D'I14, Hus10, LL05a, Lun14, MCMA09, NGK08, NS07, SM95, Ste89, VLIC12, Lin13d].
Hob87, MCMA09, Rag93a, Rag93b]. *indices* [Bar89b]. *Indigenisation* [KJ97]. *Indigenous* [II98, Sik96, Tsa05b, WLO09]. *indirect* [DLC21, Efr14, GAS96]. *Individual* [YM9+21, EHHW17, NVMD22, OWC03, wtoLSD09, ST21, VJ12, Wir17, KWvdS21, WWH15].

*individuals* [SFV121]. *Indo* [Ano94-37, PG94]. *Indo-US* [Ano94-37, PG94]. *Indonesia* [IDMD04]. *Indonesian* [MKK04]. *inducement* [OW00b]. *inductive* [Leo21, SC20]. *industria* [Ano94q]. *Industrial* [Ano89t, Ano89u, Ano89v, Ano89w, GP04, LS05, Pap06, Rot92a, Rot92b, Sap05, Skij84, SD95, WWM00, AH84, AH85, AA05, AA92b, AA92a, AGS98, Ano94-31, Arc03, BS01, Bes15, Boa08, Bro95, CHT99, CF01b, Chi91, CC06, Durs86, DNS8+03, Fah05, FH87, GC10a, GHHH22, Go90, GG11, Hay95, Hea83, HG92, Htt06, HCO1, Hsn05, Hu13, Hun00, I121, Ilo94, JSP22, KBS01, LB02, LPM22, LTH06, LVLB06, MJ92, OE87, Pap95, PV01, Pyk00, Rep08, Sch85, SCH93a, SCH93b, Sen96, dSSD09, Sko87, SD10, TKSM08, VLH23, VM92, WD06, YHL22, YW08, Zeg87, ZZL22, dOK12, dBJ02, KAV17, VBA06, Bai84, Hay83, Hay86a]. *industrialised* [Els95, Sou01].

*Industrialization* [Sch85]. *industrialized* [Chi90, CU13, Tre98]. *industrialized-industrializing* [Tre98]. *industrializing* [AT93, Ano93l, PBC93, Tre98]. *industrially* [Tit90a]. *industrie* [Ano94s]. *Industries* [CF07, A21, ALCM14, Bha05, Car99b, CYK19, CHL21, CF01b, CZZM21, CPXC02, CTC02, Chi21, Cur89, FCS21, Fre86, GBVdS11, HCK01, HFWW16, HCO6, KSHP21, KLO4, Klo87, LB21, LDF2+1, LD05, LC07, Li21, LW97, LTC04, LCT05, MJ94, MZG17, Nar89, NGK08, OB20, RGLFR21, San95, SCK10, SCK11, TCT05, Tso01, WJK15, YHL22, Yas05, ZCF19, ZLJ2+21, vDZ221, C21, SBP21, Hay86d]. *Industry* [Bje10, LP07, LCWC09, OIA01, OIN96, WZNG17, Won08, ADD09, AS08, Acs88, Ahn95, AW11, AF08, ALR504, ABGS13, Ano93i, Ano94q, Ano94l, Ano94-35, Ano94-41, Ano94-45, Arc88, AK00, Ayr88, AC07, Bad08, tBL86, BS08, BF03, BF05, BBDM01, BWF18, BC4P32, BCH98, BCC2+11, BNV05a, BF21, BA10, Bou15, BV09, BEH99, BO81, BLQS00a, BJ05, BA89, Cai23, Cam93, C398, CR00, CAIO1, CS01a, CA01, CS02, CA02, CCF23, CSH94, CTH90, CTH92, CT02, CYK19, Che94, CYHC19, CM95, CY00, CJS00, Co181, Cre04, CN90, CN92, DJ13, Day93, Day02, DNT98, DM11, DQ06, DR07, DM08, ETA09, EOAO00, EH14, Eri00, Eru95, Fan06, FS84, FC06, For99, Fuq98, FL15, GMB2+23, HBS02, HBSS07, Ham96, HO14, HAA09, HK02, Hay91a]. *industry* [HBO14, Htt02, Hit03, Hit04, Hit05, Hob90, Hob92, Hoe85, HP09, HST07, Jai23, JWY22, JvZ08, JH18, KM06a, Kan94, Kap01, Kas94a, Kas94b, Kee14, KLR22, Kha98a, Kha98b, Kha98d, Kha98c, CLL87, KJE96, KB01, Kum05, KB06, KS10b, LVH23, LPS03, LRH22, LL94a, LL94b, LY00, LW04, LKP07, LQ09, LD95, LV90, LWL2+2, LH07, Lin93, L1J01, LM94a, LM94b, LG22, Lov85, M'C05, Mac86b, MCD06, MROS09, Mas86, MM02, MW06, MI07, MR05, Mow90, NWGB09, NB09, NB11, NDP07, NG97, NLLC05, NP10, NB92, NPV05, Obe88, OVD21, OM89, OB21, OD22, PPB98, PS14, PS00a, PV00, Pet11, Poz86, Pra99, PSS00, PUFC23, QMM92, RVW17, Rad01, RDAV23,
RV17, RG06, Rie89, RFMC21, RHW14, Rue88, RI04, Ru05, SBF15, SH06.

**industry**

[ST95, Sar22, SSM09, Sch92, Sci83, Sha03, Sha86, Sha93a, Sha93b, SY05, SPLB19, SGWL16, Sta98, SCM11, SW05, SH99, Sur92, SD89a, TWGB02b, TWGB02a, TM06, TPB12, TCC+22, Uzu01, VJ23, Ved81, Ved97, VOTH05, VNP+22, VH06, WTA97, WTN98b, WTN98a, Wal07, WC06a, WL21, WZGBA01, WTN+02, WA03, WN03, WAO3, WH04c, WM88, WHP85, WJ015, Xie04, YI05, Zil01, ZWDZ21, ZCR22, dMvAdMSPB93, dHOvdKS16, IS06, CCBP22, Hop04, Har93b, Hay85c, Hay88d, Hay90c, Wan04].

**industry-academia** [BJ05]. **Industry-academic** [OIOA01, OIN96].

**industry-Does** [NP10]. **industry-related** [SD89a].

**inertia** [Coc12, hLFL08, TWGB02a].

**inferences** [RAC84].

**Infertility** [YLB06].

**inflation** [Bal85]. **Influence** [GMLMVJ07, KP12, KS10b, MRGMBR13, MMM05, RIMP22, Wya07, vRGJ+12, AHSS19, And21, Ano16h, ABUS05, BDB21, BBS22, BL97, BNS16, CCV11, CCM13, Ene22, FORA17, FOW97, HLL12, JMRP04, KAV17, LW14, Lin09e, MKL19, Mat22, Men11, MAB+23, MP09b, MR19, NG09, SQL22, SVG15, SH02, WSN+18, WQZ21, ZMPRP14, vdEJG08].

**influences** [CN90, CN92, HT12, LW11, LAYS19, Puj06, WC07].

**influencing** [Bar90b, DAOO02, HB03, OIA10, OMO0, RFMC21, IPP14]. **Influential** [CYO0, Lin11f, PS21].

**Informal** [Lan98b, Lan98a, Pyk97, Pyk98, Tre98, ES05, MAKMM22, Neu12, SSF12, Sha93a, Sha93b, Wet81, ZLH17, wK97, wK98]. **Informality** [ALM22].

**informant** [ET98]. **informatics** [GAS96]. **Information** [AK06, AC09, BS99, Car05, Des96, EM02, Hay93b, hLwChLbL04, OIJ+00, Poy97, WL91, ZL01, AAGL23, AS199, AL05, Ano93i, Ano93k, Ano94-33, Arn87, AZ90, BGA09, Bor01, BM07, Car99a, CE89, CW94, DB09, Dav93, DFD+91, FB06, GS05, Gra01, Gup89, GC93, Hay90b, Her92b, HBvdB09, Hob88, Kum06, LC07, LL08b, MWJ23, MI90, OW93a, OW93b, Per96, RMGDL08, SS21, SÁ96, Sna90c, UOIA00, Wan04, WO08, WX21, YWC09, BS08, VS06].

**Informations** [De 04]. **informed** [RH23]. **InfoTech** [Sz´a05]. **Infrared** [Hay82].

**Infrastructure** [Hos00, BN06, CDD+11, CDD+14, CLZ+22, DO03, HN92a, HN92b, IEG97a, IEG97b, KL08a, Lar09, MW09, PGLS21, Tan95, VS06].

**infrastructures** [AM97, CE89, WPR+22, Gra01].

**Initial** [ABUS05, ALM22, Bar97, Hon21, HJ18, NPV05, RBBF23]. **initiated** [FJ87b].

**initiation** [GF21]. **initiative** [LD95, Tit90a]. **Initiatives** [RMG06, Per04, WLTH23]. **initiators** [Fox95]. **Inner** [Lin17c]. **innerspring** [Sch09].

**INNOTECH** [Pá104]. **Innova8ion** [CHP13]. **innovación** [Ano94r].

**Innovate** [Eek84, GBY22, SW04, Bro90, Hay89a]. **Innovating** [KRK+22, NH99, CAP23, Lüt04, Pap02b, RWP19, WR95, Hay88a].

**Innovation** [AM01, AA88, Acs88, ARvT04, Ano87, Ano09i, Ano11a, Ano16h, Bai18, Bes01a, BMRG00, BNS16, CGM07, CT06, Car04, Cha88, CCF11, CL88,
FLC17, GC99, Hay91a, HH08, HS19, JK03, JJS+18, Kaa09, KDHO2, KC07, KWvdS21, LS04, LDT+23, LT10, LL22, LC22a, LLZ19, MRGT11, Mas86, MOWGB02, MZL15, Miy00, MG08, MPCRB+03, MCT06, NQ05, PLC13, PC05, QGVB04, RPL10, SRT18, SPO08, SY05, SCS06, TGWB02a, TM03, TCC+22, WLH10, WW21, WMGB01, WNGB03, YH09, dlHBR22, wK97.

Innovativeness
[Bar97, SVÁG07, WPF06a, WPF06b, WPF06c, AKBA07, FB93, GFE95, JSR19, JB19, LA15, Mud90, OB20, PF98, RB09, RPL10, Tan98c, ZLH17].

Innovator [CmTW10, Ano94n, Cai94, KI03]. innovators [BG10, CR81, Hay90a, HOGGP11, Ric95]. input [Ano94p, DB97a, Han94, PR97]. input-output [Ano94p, Han94]. inputs [DB97b, LW97, TAC96]. Inquiries [Min94]. insight [Cho96, RRB+22, SL14a]. insight-value-perception [SL14a]. Insights [Gi09, Mol97b, Mol97a, Sar22, Ban03a, CS01b, CS01a, LP06, MR19, BV09, LDF+21, Mas23]. insitu [EKMS12]. inspiration [GFvT22]. inspired [Fis89]. inspiring [RL06]. Institute [Ano81b, Hay89a, Pot93, Ros89b, Why05, Hsu05, BH16]. institutes [CZZM21, Hay97a, LO96, LiSS19, MR05, ZCF19]. Institutional [Ano07l, Bes02d]. Institutional [Hew99, WK03, Won08, AW12, Bar15, BK89, Bje10, CGBV21, EEY22, FLC17, HB89, HS21a, Kra22a, LD05, OW00b, Sap89, SSW22, Tho88b, WMGB01, WKOW03, WWH15, ZYS12]. institutionalisation [Cor05]. Institutionalization [YLBO6]. institutionally [Mrk17]. institutions [BBTW00, Cur89, Gup00, KJ03, LJ01, YHcHW17, YHcHW21, Nw07].

Instructor [Pre01]. instrument [CS12, JBGMM11]. instrumental [GGGR22]. instrumentation [KI03]. Instruments [Bro92, BMW14, Mac97b, Ras08]. insurance [Kee14, UOIA00]. insured [Sap92]. Intangible [Jan21, KMD11, Car01, FMV00]. integral [Sto03]. integrate [FB06]. Integrated [KRA+22c, WW14, BS06, BLS85, BB89, DR99, ETA02, HY04, KKKM05, Lay93, LGYO5, LJAK21, So95, VM11, WSH23, WC06b]. Integrating [Bes94c, Hay98, IS97, IEG97a, IEG97b, JGM98b, JGM98a, Go90, MH98, RMGBA08, SP96, TEA00]. Integration [BV09, GBL03, AH85, AAN06, ÁRS17, EKMS12, FdlCU22, GST08, GDWNPC03, HY99, HKR+22, LB06, LT10, Lin18, O’K19, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, Edw04, Hay92b].

integrative [Mud90, Tan98b, Tan98a]. Intellectual [CPSCM12, DvdCAS16, Han06, Hob03, Sar08, YHDR08, Ano94-30, ALCM14, Bad08, Bor01, Bou15, Dib02b, LPO14, LH11, MFM16, SLJ13, SH10b, SS94, Tam16, Wes93a, Wes93b, WJK15, YC05, BE09, Aug06b, Co097].

intelligence [BCPP23, CDED21, Cha94, DDFS23, IDMD04, Par03a]. Intelligent [Cha08, Car98c, Tan87]. intensity [GGSO8, IWP14, LKCK22, WSN+18, WTN+02, WA03, WN03]. intensive [Cha22, dCZSLN08, NGKO8, PA15, SSF12]. intent [KOX21]. intention [CP23, xCZ2+22]. intentions [CDED21, KFEC15, PD10]. Inter
Inter-firm [BGR91, HS91, Maj22, AGS98, FGPP22, Fig02, Hag90, HESPSL11, KP12, KKG07, LV09, WQZ21].

Inter-firms [KGK07].

Inter-industry [Arc88, LV09].

Inter-organizational [FGPP22].

Interactions [BBZ20, GKB12, LM94a, LM94b, MCD06, O’K19, SC10, TLK09, TKT13, WA03, WF10, ZCF19].

Interaction [HH08, SCH93a, SCH93b, TCHS95].

Interacts [AC07, SB02].

Intercompany [Wil14].

Interdependencies [AAT14].

Interdisciplinarity [HS19].

Interdisciplinary [LDT +23, AKKS12, ÁRS17].

Interest [Kap99, WW04].

Interestingly [AS22].

Interests [AD09, KL08a, SSS17].

Interface [CL05b, Hyv06, Ano93f, AS18, Dan19, ET98, KS10a, LM94a, LM94b, PWL20, PB93].

Interfacing [RvdSdE22].

Interference [LXODT15].

Interfirm [KTSM10].

Interfunctional [GST08].

Interim [LD95].

Interindustry [Ano94p, Han94].

Intermediarie [LZLL21].

Intermediaries [GBK12].

Intermediate [Joh08].

Internal [CKT04, GW10, ZMH22, DTD13, FORA17, GST08, HC13, JCT23, LW10, LG22, RB21, VM12, VLIC12, WH04b, LSB07].

Internalization [GBL03].

International [Ano07k, AC04, BB95, Bes94a, Bes95b, Bes95c, Bes97, Coo97, Dib00, Hay88g, Hay97a, HG92, LY96, Lop06, Mer94a, ND15a, PSU97, Per96, Per97b, Rad99, Red90, Ano90o, Ano93m, Cai23, Cre04, Fra03a, Ger04, Gol82, Gum97a, Gum97b, Hay89d, JW06, KL04, LL93a, LL93b, LL04b, Nar89, NH99, PWL20, Saa98, SS21, Sér96, TNSC96, Tei93, TI02, TA10, Ven96, Vit90, ZR93a, ZR93b, Ano87g, Ano87h, La100].

Internationalisation [RAG11, AEP21].

Internationalizing [PKK08, ZCR22].

Internationalizing [Wya07].

Internet [Bul07, KAV17, Lop06, Par06, Wya07, ANI +22, BVT21, BB22, CSL06, CHT22, DFFM22, EN07, GUMZI14, Ka06, Kin00, KK07, KRA +22c, LDK22, MSvdK +21, Oye01, Pal00, PRA22, PC18, RMGDL08, SRDS06, SPBG20, TLL07, WP06a, ZW+23, Wya04].

Internet-based [RMGDL08].

Internet-enabled [PC18].

Internet-of-Things [PRA22].

Intraboard [ECB22].

Intranet [Fun06, Ott03a].

Intranets [Car98c].

Intrapreneurial [GHU21, KUH21, vWGdG21].

Intrapreneurs [HS21a, MAU07].

Intrapreneurship [ALMW21].

Intricacies [FCS21].

Intrinsic [Ish89a, Ish89b, KR12].

Introducing [OGOF22, Soh99, BLQS00a].

Introduction [BFM18, Ber89, Cam98, CY12, CMH14, GH15, Lin19a].
OBL14, She09, Whi89a, Ano94-34, AEP21, BFM86, Den94, DR07, ETA08, Hit89a, LBA14, MVS, +22, VSC16, SL14c, Joh92d. Introductory [Lin06a]. intuitive [MNW14]. invented [AGFE22, dABKS14]. inventing [LXODT15].

Invention [RG85, Gar87, JLYW22, Per95, Vos84]. Inventions [Wal97, BC10, BWA15, NS90, PG11, Thu05, WWH15]. inventive [Gar87, JCT23, LP07, ML08a, Mas86, PNC15]. inventiveness [Gaz86]. inventor [Rob84, wtoLSDD91, VJ23]. Inventors [DMNR12, AO10, VJ12]. inventory [Tan98c]. inverted [dlHBR22]. invest [NK22]. investee [TB84]. Investigating [CJL22, PUFC23, GF21, YSKL21, Box01]. Investigation [Car00, ASGC09, BR16, BF86, Clo91, Dag04, DTD13, GTW02, Har97a, Har97b, KOS7, KMK03, LLB89, LH21, Pill04, RB21, Sha03, WTN98b, WTN98a, WZSZ16, WH96, XLG +23, IS06]. investigations [LL22]. investigators [O’K19]. Investing [JD09, Kim16, MPA05, Tom90].

Knowledge-based [Kod06, BKM10, BS99, DGP10, Kes03, LVS10, Pur91].
knowledge-flow [FLH'02]. knowledge-intensive [dCLSNL08, SSF12].
KNOWVATION [PK06]. Knudsen [Hay97d]. Knut
[Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay88d]. Kogan [Gil96, Hay89a, Joh92f, Joh92e, New04].
Kogut [Par06]. Köhler [Har93b]. Kondo [Gin09]. Kondratieff [Won05b].
Kong [Arr04, CC14, Che94, CTC02, Kim87, PCWG04, SW05]. Kontrolle
[Ros89a]. Korea [Ahn95, BH15, CLR96, GBL03, HBO14, HT08, Kha88b, Kha98a, Kha99, Kim87, KLL87, KI14, LLS00, Lee04, dLP06, LS07, LKKH22, RPL10, SCY22, SH10b].
Korean [AKL05, Ano94q, Ano94-45, tBL86, BA89, CY00, CL97b, CL97a, Chu01, CBK03, CN92, Hit02, HH08, KP12, LL94a, LL94b, Lee00, LKPP07, OCA09, PH08, SCH19, SH99].

L [Bec89, Bes94a, Dav92, De 04, Dib02a, Fra01a, Fra02d, Gra03, Hay97c, Her92a, Joh92a, Lahnham [Wya04]. laptop [LC22a]. large
[AO03, ABKL08, Bac98, ED87, GMLMVJ07, Hus10, Kar86, KC07, Lin86, LLZ19, MS98, MM11, Reis9, Su11, SPO08, VS06, WSN+18]. large-scale
[AO03, ABKL08, KC07, WSN+18]. largest [GM00, Rue86]. laser
[Gal12, WMGB01]. Lastres [Que06]. late [GBL03, OH04]. latecomer
[FCS21, LFS19]. latent [NMN11, WGW22]. launch [CCST06, Min96].
Launching [EH02, Won04]. law [Fuj98]. laws [Ish89a, Ish89b]. LCD
[CLT06, Tsc13b]. LDCs [AHSS19]. lead
[BCO14, DL10, GF21, HLNP21, MGdG11, Mas86, SAWT06, WA04a]. lead-user [MGdG11]. leader [AGS98, KK05, SW22]. Leaders
[Fra01a, AS21]. leadership
[BC12, Far23, Fra02d, Gra04, Kod05, Kod07a, MMM05, OR06]. leadership-based [Kod05, Kod07a]. Leading
[Far23, FWL06, LDF+21, Sch09, Hop04]. leads [HWC06]. leakage [FEP15].
leaking [ROMH15]. Lean
[MG21, PS00a, AM97, Bes03a, KK04, MKL19, Oll08, CWBG03]. leap
[RCC04, Wan04]. learn [Bes97, KLRR22]. learned
[CEH03, CzZ05, CPS06, KT04, KS04c, RY01]. Learning
[AKL05, ALBO08, Bad08, CYK19, Ch105, Coo07, Fig02, Fra01a, HO14, Mac05, OOL06, SD04, UR18, Wec15, AKBA07, AGS01, AC08, Ano93p, BF99, CD92a, CD92b, CJ98, Car98a, Car98b, Car98c, Car00, CA100, CF01a, CA02, CEH03, CP05, CPSS06, CH04, CQ03, CW06, Dag04, DR99, GMLMVJ07,
GBL03, GG11, HF18, Har97c, ILR+12, Kin02, Lee04, LLR95, Lev93, hLFL08, MRGMBR13, MD03, MMM05, Mus09, Pap02a, Pap04, PSS00, RSA05, RPL10, Sen96, SP22b, SPP98, Ste14b, SMW21, TI02, WZNC15, WA04b, WLO09, Woo85, Xie04, YCL22, YXH21, HB97, Bon02, Mer02, New04, Ano98k].

learning-by-licensing [WZNC15]. leasing [Aka98b, Aka98a].

least [AHSS19]. leather [Sto03]. led [GMB+23, HL22, MKK04].

Lefebvre [Ano93o, Ano13h].

legacy [HKW+13].

less [FC95, Had99, RS03, RB21]. lesson [HOGGP11].

Lessons [BLA06, Cou90, Cou91, FRW06, Hay88a, Lin17c, RTY01, Ano93l, Ano94-30, Arn87, BCO14, BP01, CEH03, CvZ05, CPSS06, HB97, Hob90, Ket09, KT04, KS04c, Lin91, NLLC05, PBC93, Rot99a, Rot92b, SS94, WK03, WH04a, WT19, Wer03, wK97, BMW14, DBV97, EIMS01, MMMT12, Ras08, Rea21, Sar08, Sc14, ZMPRP14]. Let [MAB+23]. Letter [Lin13c, KI14]. leur [Ano94v]. Level [Ano07l, BC10, BH16, BMLL07, CM04, EHHW17, FCS21, Gar05, Gee06, GW10, HBS07, Kaa09, KJ97, KAV17, Ly96, ML08b, MMMT12, MM16, NGK08, SRDS06, SPFG12, SM12b, TDC11, VMW16, WTN+02, XX21, YT09, dVdWNF+10]. levels [JJS+18, LOC9SMH16, SM09].

Leverage [Bol12, RI04]. Leveraging [CB22, CAI00, HF18, Kes03, Car98c, Red14]. levers [LI21]. Levin [Ano93p]. Levy [Hal97a]. Lexington [For90, For91, Lin90, Lin91]. Li [Col08]. liberalization [For99]. libraries [KS00]. Library [Dib00, Hay93b]. libre [YA11]. Licensing [CCB20, BEH99, Cab19, CHO98, DHM22, Ene22, Fuk09, HMM15, HJSYJ12, KLRR22, RR88, WLY14, WZNC15, WWH15].

licensing-out [Ene22]. licensing-patent-portfolio [BEH99]. licensors [KLRR22]. Life [OKvB23, AT93, Ayr88, AM92a, AM92b, BK00, BK01, CK22, CA14, EM02, GC93a, GC93b, HM11, KS00, Kim03, New13, Pyk00, RG06, RL06, SY17, SB91, Wer03, ZMPRP14, CL12]. life-cycles [AT93].

lifecycle [MM08, VNP+22]. Lifetime [HKW+13, SH95]. light [CW06, DTD13, MNW14, PP09, Szaz92, WMGB01]. like [Lin11d, SL14b]. likely [BNV05b]. liminality [KM22]. limit [WKN04a]. limitation [Thu05].

limitations [Gol86, Nar04, Roe87]. Limited [Hay83, Hay86f, Mer02, Mor04, Why02, Hay82]. Limiting [AM23]. limits [AB23, De 85, Hub96, Lin20]. line [CE19, McM94b]. linear [xZZ+22, DVSL19, DB97a, DB97b, MRGT11, Phi99]. linearers [BM05]. Link [Ano94m, KKL19, Per04, Ros89c, BG19, GF21, Dav92]. Linkage [YI05, CK12a]. Linkages [LWL+22, AL11, CD92a, CD92b, CM95, JH18, dLP06, OIN96, Aug09].

linked [Fal05]. Linking [Bar92b, CA07, EWJ09, EFV00, EFV02, HW97, LB03, Nob04, SPKK08, SS04, SCS06, Pap95]. links [BOS81, Ca13, DVM16, QWM92, SS05]. liquor [SK92]. List [Ano86i, Ano88i, Ano09i]. listed [XW21]. Listen [PLC13]. literature [BLA06, D’14, DB19, FHA22, GBY22, Han06, HPBP98, hL05, MdVB16].
maintenance [Oye00, Sna90c, TOA01]. Maitra [Bul97]. major
[Kra15, Kun05, Llo07, Sal03, Sap89]. Make
[YWL22, FCCE21, HPT10, MH98, NP10, PLC13, Gal06a]. maker [HJM08].
makers [AB99, MT08]. makes [Fel22]. Making [Gri06, HOGGP11, Ric85,
ANI+22, BCDE21, GC93a, GC93b, I97, IEG97a, IEG97b,
JGM98b, JGM98a, KR12, Lan98b, MSD15, RI04, SI98, SW91, SL14b, Bro07].
Mal [Bes02b]. Malaysia [HO14, RRC04, SAY09]. Malaysian [Moh95, SS03].
Mall [HST07]. man [FG06, CCY05]. manage
[DF98a, DF98b, FHA22, HKR+22]. manageable [BiKM95]. managed
[Mat22]. Management [Ano81b, Ano03q, Ano07k, Ano07m, Ano091, Ano11a,
Bon02, Chi00, CNPV04, Fra02b, Gup89, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Hay89a,
Hol99, Hos01, HGL98, IOS00, Kuc06, Lae04, Lim06, Lin1f, Lop06, NW03a,
OBvE97, PT06, Rus94, Szw07, TM06, Why05, Won07, WO08, YKW10,
vW88, AH85, AHAAEA03, AK06, ABLK07, AS22, Ame95, ACV08, AMP22,
Ano87g, Ano93k, Ano94-34, Ano94-33, Ano94-43, Ano97b, Avg66b, ARS17,
BBDD01, Bar15, BBS22, BE09, Bes94c, Bes02c, Bes02d, BS99, Boy14,
BRR+97, BV09, BD05, BBHA01, BEH99, BGM88, dABKS14, BFM86,
CPMS12, Car98c, Car99a, CWAB09, CPP09, CCF11, CTC02, CG04a, CA07,
CA14, CR19, CO04, CW94, CS98, DB09, DHT22, Den94, DLL06, Dib02a,
Dod88, DO99, DO03, Dre97, Dur86, EK+22, Eng06]. management
[EFV00, FCH01, FF92, Fra03a, FP08, Gal06b, GG93, GG03, Han06, HR98a,
HR98b, Hay85d, Hay88d, Hay92d, Hay93a, Hay96a, Hen01, HJM08,
Her92b, HB03, Hit85, Hit92b, Hit93, Hob97, IBLO4, JH09, JL13, Joh92g,
Jol03, JC01, JW06, Kha99, Kod07b, KMK03, KK05, KB06, KS04c, LB21,
LO94, LwChLbL04, Lh05, Lin06b, Lin09e, Lin10c, Lin12d, LCT04,
LCT05, LM94a, LM94b, LL05a, LMMV09, MKGL05, MH05, Mer94b,
Mia94, Mik01, Mil02, Min94, MPM09, NW03b, OSG04, Oak03, OOKBD14,
OKP13, OCS15, OBL14, Ott03b, Oye00, Oye01, PAP02b, PK06, POGBG06,
PPP98a, PPP98b, FP006, PS00b, RSA05, Rue86, SCS22, SAY09, SLZ19,
SD32, She09, SS04, SS05, Soh97b, SL16, Sto03, STH06, TC97, Tan97, Tho99,
Tho12, TAC96, Tsn15, Tus02, TKS18]. management
[Ved81, WLH10, WFW02, WW14, XLG+23, YHDR08, ZS04a, ZS04b, dBJ03,
vdVdVdR09, Ano87h, Ano07l, CMP+06, Dre02, Lop06, Dre06, Fra01b,
Bes95b, Bes03a, Hay86a, Hay89a, Hay93d, Her92c, Jol92f, Rot88, DOD87a,
Hay92a, Kaz03, Leh07, Mer94a]. management-Insights [BV09]. manager
[Bul97, CDED21, CHD18, Col97, DP23, KWdS21, Mal02]. Managerial
[GC96, HO03, PA06, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, dBJ02, Car99a,
CS87, FWL06, LOH91, WFP06c, WSN+18, BSMC23, Hay92b]. Managers
[Fox86b, Min95, Ban03b, MPA05, MCA09, PDL02, SWW12, SR22,
SDFN01, Van10, WC85]. Managing [AW11, Bad08, BLNP05, Bro01, BM94a,
BM94b, CMH14, CMP+06, DNP01, DFBC98a, DFBC98b, GG02, HS02,
Hay98, Hob97, Hob03, Jon05, Kin03, KV14, KuH21, KlV06, LYST22, LG22,
Lov85, NUSR21, NI05, RB21, SM97, SR22, Sod08, SW22, TA98a, TA98b,
VSC16, VS06, Whi89b, ZI01, ZR93a, ZR93b, Ano93f, Ano12a, Bes94b, CY12,
PNC15, VJ12, YWL22, ZWD09, Sha91b. markets-implications [Hyv06].
Marsh [Bes94d, Bes95c]. Martin [Hay92c]. Martínez [Ano94-27]. Martins [Que06].
Marwick [Hay88e]. Mary [Mur91]. Maryann [Per04]. Maryland [Hay88f, Wya04].
Mascitelli [Bes03a]. Maskell [Sap05]. Mass [Bes01b, Dib01, BM05, HJ02, Hit89b, JMT03, ND15b, WCZZ14, WZSZ16].
Massachusetts [RL06, SW04]. Massive [AAD14, GHU21, Jac22]. master [Wya04].
Mastering [Mer01, Bes96]. mastery [GMLMVJ07]. Matching [W¨ur17, Ski84].
Material [Che12, NWGB09, Lin17a]. Materials [Fis89, HS91, JV97, Kim16, LKPP07, MPA05, WR95].
materials-innovating [WR95]. Materials-inspired [Fis89]. mathematical [CLW10, Sto99].
Mathews [Kap01]. matrix [Ano94p, Han94]. Matsushita [Kod07b]. matter [Bl1a6, DMNR12, DS23, Gal05, Gar95, HLL12, MFH16, XLG+23, ZCR22, vRE21].
Matters [Koc09, RR11b]. mattress [Sch09].
Mature [Bes01a, Kim87, OB20, OB21, PPB89, VOTH05, WC85]. maturity [Cho96, SD23, WMGB01, dOK12]. Maureen [Dib01].
Maximilian [Hop04]. May [Ano88h, Ano07k, HdWN21, Wya00, DVMS16, Ano21w, Ano22s].
Mayes [Her91]. Maylands [Per97b]. Mayle [Szw07]. Mayon [Hay87d].
Mayon-White [Hay87d]. MBA [Fox86b, Mur91]. McAfee [Kra15].
McDermott [Bes01a]. MCDM [CCY05]. McDonald [Joh92d]. McKelvey [Dib01].
McKeown [Ros89b]. McKiernan [Her91]. McLaughlin [Tra00].
Mean-Variance [WO08]. meaningfully [DR99]. means [DB97a, DB97b, KL08b, OGOF22, SP96]. measure [Bar92a, Jac13, JBGM11, LO10, Sna90a, Sna90d]. Measurement [Ano03q, BBS22, CS08b, DG14, Ehr95, Gar95, GWMO5, MAMD22, PF98].
Measures [MBC13, CE89, CLZ+22, Ell81, IPP14, Mo91, Rue88, SKTM08, WHE88].
Measuring [ADL07, AP94, DM11, DB97a, DB97b, EIMS01, GC10b, KTE04, KK13, LC22b, RMGBA08, RBBF23, AGS01, ABKL08, Bar96, BS05, CS12, GMNL07, MAS13, Sna90b]. meat [FS84]. mechanic [KdOL08]. mechanical [CF01b, Ern95, Hit93, KDH02]. mechanism [Bro85]. Mechanisms [OGRA23, XX21, YH09, DL10, EW06, GFBvdS11, Hsu05, LNB21, LBG14, MP13, Neu12, SFF21, Tit90a, YHL22, ZHL17]. Media [Ved81, Mc998, OSSC21, SPMRS23, ZXX23]. mediate [FD21]. Mediating [FHBDO16, ALMF2, DL10, FMOPRVA21, LZL21, MZG17, SAY9, WCZZ14].
mediation [AAGL23, SWW12, RPL10]. Medical [WZNG17, Bie91, Cha22, FC06, Kod00, Sha86, Sha93b, Sha93b, SY17, WvdVM07, IS06]. medicare [SSGN23]. medicine [Hja09, SSGN23]. Medium [HRHW16, Arc03, tBL86, CY00, Cor87b, CL88, EDM05, FRW06, FDN+23, Hay90c, KdOL08, LOCSBGMH16, OCA09, Ola98a, Ola98b, OOL06, RATW15, RMGDLc08, Rie89, Rot91, SPKK08, SU11, Tit94c, Tit94d, Wal12]. medium-size [Tit94c, Tit94d]. medium-sized [Arc03, Cor87b, CL88, EDM05, FDN+23, GC96, Rie89, Rot91, SPKK08].
[CY00, HT08, WSH23]. Model [CAP23, Pyk07, VNP+22, AH84, AHAAEA03, AMA21, Ano93o, AP08, Ayr88, BK04, BS06, BCG01, BBHA01, Cai23, CGM07, CK22, Cha08, CLW10, CW22, CCST06, CLIH05, DGP10, Dre02, EKK+21, FMOPSVA21, FF92, FFJ92, FGOX23, GEG12, GBL03, HLL93, HJM08, HKW+13, HY04, HKY22, II92a, II92b, KBO22, KI03, KK06, LDF+21, LNB21, LL06, LH19, MYT02, Mal02, MRGT11, MH08, MRC14, MI90, MP09b, NPS02, NJ04, NLC98, NSYL18, OKvB23, PWF07, PGLS21, PCWV16, PdW00, QWM92, RMGDLC08, Sér96, SD23, SL14a, SO06, Sto99, Sun96, Tan98b, Tan98a, TCMS22, TE14, Vel15, WPF06a, Wer03, WC06b, YCL22, YPF03, YXH21, ZXGD19, dOK12]. Modeling [MW09, MPW03, Tsa13b, CG11, ZZL22]. Modelling [Kha87, PPW06, RRSS07, SH06, XPC21, CLZ+22, HPB03, LC22b, Gim06].


network-structure [Jai23]. Networked [BD05]. Networking [MSR10, Bøl12, CW06, FdJ09, Koc04, PS03, Pyk97, Pyk00, Rot91, VLIC12]. Networks [Giu09, MJ92, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94w, BF99, CGM07, CM96, Cv05, CZZM21, Chi05, CM96, Die00, DNS+03, EKK+21, FORA17, GD08, Goe10, HLL12, HLNP21, KTS10, Ken13, KA13, Liy95, LL05b, Maj22, NS07, PvdMB06, RZ21, RGMW18, RD05, RK04, SFF12, SP98a, SP98b, Sha93a, Sha93b, SKTM08, SPF98, TKBC22, TKSM08, Töd94b, Töd94a, Vek99, WC06a, WH21, ZXT10]. networks-Structural [GD08]. Netzwerke [Ano94-29]. neural [CM96, HKW+22, WC06a]. neuro [ANI+22]. newly [AT93, Ano93l, Chi90, LH14, PBC93, Sou01, dVV16]. newly-built [dVV16]. News [Ano88k, Ano92g, Coo16, HådW21, Hay89c, Ano85d, Ano86c, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano87a, Ano90m, Ano89z, Ano89y]. next [CDK+23, FGPP22]. next-generation [CDK+23]. nexus [LW21]. Niagara [BS01]. niche [CT02, RG10]. niches [Bol18, CMG22]. Niemand [BB95]. Nigeria [AAA02, AO002, A03, AIOA00, AA05, AS199, Aka98b, Aka98a, Ano94v, Ano94t, Ano94j, Ano94-31, DA01, FOL+03, I199, I91, IAA94b, IAA94a, Ilo94, IOS00, IAO+02, INO+03, Nwo97, Nwo02, OTA01, OIA01, Ola98a, Ola98b, OO02, OOJ+00, OIN96, OOA04, SI98, SO02, SIOO01, Tai98, TOS+00, UOIA00, llo91]. Nigerian [AA90, Egb15, Oye01]. night [Sch09]. Nijkamp [Hay90c]. nineties [Obe88]. Nintendo [SCM11]. Nirvana [Wai12]. No [Box01, Pot93]. Noel [Fra01a]. Nokia [RG06]. nomothetic [Ruo05]. Non [DVSL19, Hit89b, SCC17, ABKL08, xCZZ+22, DVHL22, EFC23, FAh08, HL22, IAA97b, IAA97a, KM06b, Lag17, LL05b, MRGT11, OZ06, SBF15, Sgo95, SFVI21, HOGGP11]. non-academic [LL05b]. non-alcoholic [IAA97b, IAA97a]. non-assembled [Lag17]. non-collaborative [SBF15]. non-engineers [OZ06]. non-family [DVHL22]. non-financial [HL22]. Non-founder [SCC17]. Non-linear [DVSL19, xCZZ+22, MRGT11]. non-manufacturing [Sgo95]. Non-mass [Hit89b]. non-pecuniary [SFVI21]. non-platformized [EFC23]. non-profit [FAH08]. non-technical [ABKL08]. nonlinear [Tsa05a]. nonprofits [SPAG22]. nor [dABKS14, Pi99]. Norbert [Har93b]. norm [Ano94-44, Ham94]. Normal [Kra22b]. Normann [Fra02a]. Normative [TPFD13]. North [Fra02c, Chu01]. Northampton [Dib01, Dib02a, La00, Que06, Woa08, Wy07]. Northeast [Sub05]. Northern [MG98b, MG98a]. Northridge [Bes03a]. Norton [Kra15]. Norway [CK12b, CKM13]. Norwegian [Ano93p, Lev93]. Nostrand [Bul97, J0h92]. not-invented-here [AGFE22]. not-sold-here [AGFE22]. Note [Ano19b, B18, A082b, Ano84d, Ano03p, Ano04o, Ano04p, BE09, CR19, PP02, TKS18, Ano06m]. Notes [Smi85, Lin10c, Rob84, O’H99]. notice [CDD+14]. novel [Dow93a, Dow93b, GFvT22]. novelty [AL05, ALBO08, FdJ09, GD08, HT12, Men11, NS07, RDS17, TDC11, WCW+14, vdEGJ08]. NPD
ET98, ILR+12, LB06, MPM09, QvdR21, TAC96, WLY14, dVdWNF+10.
NSF [WHB21]. NTFBs [OAVH14]. nuclear
[Big13, Hay88g, Lee04, SH99, Tho88b, Tho88c, Hay92c]. Numerical [KZ18].
nurse [HPMI+23]. nursing [HPMI+23]. Nurturing [TNY+22, TPB12]. NY
[GIu09, Kra15].

O [Ano94-31, Hay89d]. Oakey [Gar85, Gar96, Pap03]. Oaks
[Box01, Hay88d, Kuc07]. objective [Sout01]. objectives [Sna98].
observations [Ano94]. observation [AKKS12, LS16]. observations
[Ano94u, Ano94g, Ano94i, OW93a, OW93b, O03, Tit94b]. observed
[Ric85]. Observing [Haa14]. Obstacles [FRA00b, KA06, vGS09]. O’Connor
[Bes01a]. October [But96, Hay97c]. OECD [KL04, LPMV22, Rad01, Sir91].
off [ADD19, CF12, DB05, DLL06, KL08b, LKCK22, MW82, NPS02, Rie89,
Rog86, SvG15, VP14]. offering [Ski84]. office [BBT19, Bes02b]. offices
[BB22, RGJ13, Wec15, ZT21]. offs [Ano94-37, BKM10, BHPW00, CRKA98,
Fon05, GvBR10, MSvdK+21, OAVH14, PG94, PS03, SS21, Sch86, SOKE15,
SJ16, St14a, TBSM21, TKT13, WD06, vGS09]. offsets [AR99]. O’Hare
[Br90]. Ohio [EW97]. Oil [CS08a, FOL+03, Gos05, HK02, OOJ+00,
RV17, RFMC21, Gr5D09, TOS+]00]. Oilseed [II91]. OKID [EY22].
Olby [Ano91d]. old [CS01a, yod3, Mus09, RWP19]. old-economy [Kod03].
Oldenburg [Ros99a]. older [CC14, KHL15]. Ole [Gra01]. Oliver [Hop04].
Olympic [FLKF+06]. omit [ABGS13]. omitted [Ano12a]. Ondo
[OOJ+00, TOS+]00]. One [BBT19, CL97b, CL97a, DMH22, HW17]. ones
[RWP19]. Onida [Oni89]. Online
[AAD14, CP07, GHU21, Jac22, ASGC09, BNV05b, CS21, Cha08, Kan22,
MGdG11, MW14, Neu04, OGOF22, PvdMB+06, SDT+22]. only
[Lin10b, Wya07]. Open [AAD14, BDB21, CGLSLDV15, FL15, G121,
Hay87d, HT12, Hui11, Jac22, Lin18, MAMD22, OVD21, PC18, Sha95,
THBW22, vdDVJvdR09, AM23, AB23, Bad11, BT22, BAR16, dABKS14,
C11, CBGvdV22, cre04, DCD22, FN21, Far23, GL10, HMM15, HCT11,
HC13, HDE21, JJS+18, Lic10, Lic11, Lin10a, LC22b, MDT+23, MMC+23,
Men11, MM11, MSR10, OGRA23, PFUC3, PEER23, RVW17, RH21,
SPMRS23, SP22b, SR22, SCK10, SCK11, SFV121, VNJ18, YA11, XZDG19,
dB10, vDFM11, vH10, vK11, BCC+11, CCF11, LTVA22]. open-source
[RH21]. Open2 [CHP13]. Open2-Innovation [CHP13]. Opening
[BPu21, LVH23]. openness
[KM11, MSvdK+21, TPV16, WCW+14, ZLH17]. operating [Hag90, LP06, Men11].
operation [Hag90, LP06, Men11]. operational [KK06, SM09].
operationalising [SP06]. Operations [Gup96, GCS01, BGR91, CG04b,
FC06, Gup00, GG03, GK06, KZ03, PSdLC02, SDFN01, Szw07]. operative
[Cul00]. operator [KY06]. operators [BLQS00b, Hos01]. opetition
[Men11]. opetitive [CA01]. opinion [YJLL20, YJLL21]. opinions [OSSC21].
Opportunistic [CG04b]. Opportunities [BGF23, Dre04, HGR15, Lop06,
Box01, CS02, Car05, FL15, KBO22, KHL15, LYP09, MZL15, Mos16, Nar04,
OZ06, Ove15, SC17, SKL17, Ver01, YSKL21, ABSZ23, Obe88, Fra00b.

Opportunity [LC09, Par05, CK04, GH15, JB19, LJAK21, MSD15, NQ05, NT16, RZ21, SB02, THBW22, SAY09]. opposite [YXH21].

optical [FG06, WMGB01]. Optimal [MOWGB02, SH95]. optimally [vWGdG21]. optimised [Sto03]. optimization [Coc12, SP10]. optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

optic [Web96]. Optical [MOWGB02, SH95]. optimally [vWGdG21]. optimised [Sto03]. optimization [Coc12, SP10]. optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

 optic [Web96]. Optim [FG06, WMGB01]. Optimal [MOWGB02, SH95]. optimally [vWGdG21]. optimised [Sto03]. optimization [Coc12, SP10]. optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

opto [CTYH02]. opto-electronics [CTYH02]. or/and [CZZM21]. oracle [Mil85]. orbit [WKN03]. Orchestrating [HLNP21, KA13]. orchestration [DVSL19, Far23]. order [Car98a, CGW05]. Ordinal [Rue88]. organic [Web96]. Optim [FG06, WMGB01]. Optimally [MOWGB02, SH95]. Optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. Options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

Orchestrating [HLNP21, KA13]. orchestration [DVSL19, Far23]. order [Car98a, CGW05]. Ordinal [Rue88]. organic [Web96]. Optim [FG06, WMGB01]. Optimally [MOWGB02, SH95]. Optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. Options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

Optimal [MOWGB02, SH95]. optimally [vWGdG21]. optimised [Sto03]. optimization [Coc12, SP10]. optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

Organisation [Hay92b]. Orchestration [HLNP21, KA13]. orchestration [DVSL19, Far23]. order [Car98a, CGW05]. Ordinal [Rue88]. organic [Web96]. Optim [FG06, WMGB01]. Optimally [MOWGB02, SH95]. Optimizing [DB97a, DB97b]. Options [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93, CLIH05, Par03b, VTRM12, WKN03, WO08, Pot93].

Organisations [AL11, Bes97, CS98, I197, Kin02, LCLC03, Tan98a, ZC22, ZS04a, ZS04b].

organise [SCK10, SCK11]. Organization [FLKF+06, Ano93b, Ano94-33, BN88, CA07, CHT22, CW93, CW94, Des96, FRW06, FJ91, Hol99, KM06b, KL05, LSB07, lLFL08, Llo07, Obe86, Ott97, Pet98, Pur91, Tom90, WHWS22, Fra00a, Je07, Witi90, Ano98].

Organizational [ABKL08, BO86a, CD92a, CD92b, Car98b, Dib02b, Dre04, GGS08, Gup88, Hag90, Hay88c, Hay98, LS04, SM01, Tsu02, VvWM20, AC08, Bar95, CCP23, CDED21, Car99a, CM89, CCC+12, CNP04, FGPP22, FHA22, GMLMV07, GKS19, GC93a, GC93b, HBvdB09, HC10, KS04b, LB06, LXODT15, LLS00, LLLR95, lLFL08, Mac86b, Mac98, MRGTDG21, MMM05, Mud95, NG09, dAOCD02, SVAGO7, Sen96, Sta98, Tan98c, Tom90, VMWV16, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, WO05, YGM99, YCL22, BK89, HB89, VMVW16].

Organizations [Mor04, AM23, CE19, Cur89, DL10, FHA22, HCMMH21, Huc85, Jol08, Kar86, KKR+22, KM03, LACH13, MAU07, NG09, Nar89, OiOA01, OM89, Ott98a, SCH19, SK11, SD89a, Tan98b, TFS+22, TKT13, ZDWG14, LYST22].

Organizing [CvdEG13, HAH84, LR09, Sou83a, AW12, ALCM14, Mon01, RVW7, RK04, Sm96, Ros89]. orientation [AAA+23, BC92, CCV11, CK12a, CK12b, FMCP22, FMOPSVA21, JLL10, LSB07, LL05a, OWCvD15, RPL10, MCS22, SP22b, TMG11, ZLYSL22].

orientation-new [CK12a]. orientations [SRHL12, ZHZL21]. oriented [Ch91, Hay85b, HWC06, Hol85, Hol87, Hol88a, Hol94a, Hol94b, KB09, KL05, Pet98, Rea21, RRB+22, SVAGO7, Sto03, WHL01, WH04a, WMB22, Pap02b]. origin [RGFLRP21]. origins [EW97, Lim06]. Osun [OTA01, OQJ+00, TOS+00]. other [Cur89, ES05, Lin10c, Nar89, OAHV14, SD89a]. Ottawa [Ano07m, Smi85].

output [Ano94p, Han94, MP09b, SPFG12, SH22].
outs [Pow10]. outset [OÁVH14]. Outsourcing [KS04a, Pia02, HT06, LL04a, LTHS12, TS13, UR18]. outward [NB11]. overcome [DFFM22, NVMD22, TWGB02a]. Overcoming [HKR+22, JCT23, RGMW18, WC04]. overconfidence [WSN+18]. overruns [CG05]. overview [Ano94-43, BO86b, DMV+21, DA01, KUH21, Mia94, MLF16, ON88, Per04, VM11, Whi89a, dRP95]. Owen [Bes02b, Hay90b]. own [HLL12, TPH15, Wür17]. owned [EW97, PCG22, Tón15]. Ownership [ZLC18, AK00, Bar15, TPH15, YHcHW17, YHcHW21, FMF21]. Oxford [Bes02a, Bes02c, Bes03b, Bro90, But96, Cou90, Cou91, Dib02b, Dod88, Edw04, Fra02b, Gra01, Her91, Hob03, Jel07, Leh07, Pap03, Pap04, Pot93, Poy97, Sha91a, Tan08, Ver91a, Ver91c, Wan04, dC07, Dib02b, Hed89, But96].

Oyelaran [Coo07]. Oyelaran-Oyeyinka [Coo07]. Oyeyinka [Coo07].

P [Ano93k, Ano94-37, Bes94c, Box01, Dib00, Fra00b, Hay88e, Her91, Joh92b, Nuv07, Per04, Sha91a, Rad01]. P019 [Gri98]. P2P [San07]. PA [Buc91]. pacemaker [Goe10]. packaging [AO10]. packing [SM05]. packing-multiple-boxes [SM05]. Page [Gil96, Hay98a, Joh92f, Joh92e, New04]. Pages [Kaz03, Ano91d, Ano91c, Arr04, Bai84, Bas04, Bes88, Bes93, Bes02b, Bes02c, Cou90, Cre04, Dod88, Dre04, Edw04, For90, Fra02b, Fra02d, Gar85, Hay85a, Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay86c, Hay86d, Hay86e, Hay86a, Hay86f, Hay87a, Hay87d, Hay87b, Hay87c, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Hay88d, Hay88f, Hay88e, Hay93a, Hay97d, Her04, Hob03, Hop04, Lae04, Lin90, Loo06, Mali88, O’H99, OH04, Ram86, Ros89c, Ros89b, Rot87a, Rot88, Sco89, Tat04, Ver90a, Ver90b, Bro90, Buc91, Cou91, Dav92, Dod87a, For91, Fra03b, Hay83, Hay84, Hay85d, Hay90a, Hay90b, Hay90c, Hay90d, Hay91a, Hay92b, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay94c, Hay92d, Hay92e, Her91, Her92a, Her92b, Her92c, Jel92a, Jel92b, Joh92c, Joh92d, Joh92e, Joh92f, Lin91, Mor91, Mur91, Ros89a, Ros90, Sha91a, Sha91b, Ver91a, Ver91b]. pages [Why02, Wil90]. pains [BEH99]. Pakistan [EKT+22]. Palgrave [Coo07, Giu09, Koc09]. palm [Ano94t, Ano94j, IAA94b, IAA94a, OJ00, TOS+00].

Palmenerzeugnissen [Ano94i]. palmera [Ano94t]. palmier [Ano94v]. Pamela [Har93b]. Pan [Joh92d]. pandemic [BKA+23, MWJ23]. Pandey [Ano94f]. panel [KZ18, QGBV04, RAG11]. Panoramic [vW84]. Panscheel [Ada07]. Pao [Ano94i]. Pao-Long [Ano94i]. Paolo [Arc03]. paper [Ano82c, Fra03a, Hay97c, JRS06, Sch92, SL14b]. Paperback [Ada07, Dut07, Fra03b, Kaa07, Rus94, Szw07, BB95, Bes95b, Bes97, Bul97, Dod87b, Ha97a, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay01a, Hay01c, Hob93, Lim06, Per96, Per97b, Pre01, Sha95, Wya00, Wya04, dC07, Col97, Pot03].
Papers [Loo06, Ano84a, Ano85e, Ano12b, Lin12c, Lin12d, Lin16, SL14b]. paradigm [Chi91, CCF11, Fox86a, FG06, KM97, LWL+22, NWGB09, Szó01]. paradox [Leo21]. Paradoxical [Shu22, XLG+23]. parallel [SD95]. parametric [KW05]. Paré [Wya04]. parent [TKT13]. Paris [Rad01]. Park
ANI+22, AB23, BC12, Bar89b, BS97, BBS22, BCL22, BNS16, BM05, BF86, BOBT22, CHP13, CTK04, Can16, Car00, CA02, Car01, CS87, CCC+12, CHL21, CVC11, CYHC19, CK12a, Cho96, Coz06, CGLSNDLV15, DTD13, DZX22, DCD22, Der14, DG14, DVHL22, Egb15, Ern95, FDVB10, FCM21, FMOPSVA21, FCS21, FJ12, GMLMVJ07, GST08, Gar05, Gal90, GdWNPC03, Gra03, GM03, HBS02, HG92, HL22, Hua09, HLL12, Huc85, HLC13, INO+03, JCT23, JL96, JKF19, JRS06, JSS+18, KBSW08, KM01, KET22, Klo87, KM11, KLW06, Kuh88, KS10b, LNB21, LRH22, LL98, LQ09, LC09, LT10, LFFT09, LW10, LWC+12, LH21, LCT05, LDMS23, cLhWCH12, LC22b.

Performance [Mac97b, MFH16, Mia94, MCMA09, MMM05, MPM09, NG09, OC91, OOKBD14, PNC15, PS21, PC05, PS04, PH08, Puj06, RPL10, ROMH15, Rue86, Rue88, SFL15, SGB12, SAY09, SBP21, Sar22, SSM09, SY05, SMW21, SH02, SD04, Tei22, TWBC21, TDC11, VP14, W23, WC06a, WC07, WCT10, WH10, WCW+14, WLY14, WH21, Wer03, WH96, XW21, YGM99, YK08, YWC09, YHcHW17, YHcHW21, YMK+21, ZT10, ZQW+19, ZC22, ZYSL21, ZMH22, ZCR22, ZHKL21, dVdWNE+10, dV16, dHBR22, Lim06].

post-introduction [BFM86]. Post-it(R) [O'H99]. Post-merger [LQ09].
post-privatisation [INO+03]. Post-project [ACV08]. post-Soviet
[INO+03]. Post-use [HO11]. Potential
[Cha94, KH06, Ano93m, Ano94j, EH14, IPP13, IAA94a, KBS01, MW14,
QvdR21, RV21, SAWT06, SS21, SD89a, Tai98, Tei93, THBW22, Her91].

potentials [Gol86]. potentielle [Ano94v, Ano94j]. pottery [GSFS21].
pound [Fel22]. powder [AT99]. powders [Che12]. power
[BA10, HO14, HF18, Hay88g, KK07, MTB01, SH99, Tho88b, Tho88c, WWM00].
powered [MWC22]. powerhouse [Won16]. pp [Ada07, Ano97b, Aug09, BB95,
Bes94a, Bes94d, Bes95a, Bes95c, Bes97, Box01, BH03, Col97, Col08, Coo07, De 04,
Del97, Dod87b, Dut07, Fra02c, Gar87, Gar94, Gar95, Gar96, Gil96, Gru09,
Gri98, Hal97a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay95, Hay96a, Hay97b, Hay97a, Hay01a,
Hay01b, Hay01c, Kap03, Koc09, Kra15, Kuc07, Lae03, Lim06, Lop06, Min94,
Mor04, Oak97, Pap02b, Par03a, Per04, Per95, Per96, Per97b, Per97a, Pot93,
Pov97, Poy97, Pra10, Pre01, Ric95, Sap10, Sha95, Szw07, Tau08, Won08,
Wya00, Wya04, dCO7, Bes94b, Bes94c, Coo07, Gil97, Hob97]. pp.
[Ano81a, Ano81b, Bes96, Dib04, For85, Hay89a, Hay89d, Hay97c, Min96].

pp.176 [Mer02]. pp.197 [Bon02]. PPPs [TKBC22]. practical
[Bes02b, Box01, Gre98, IPP14, Mer94a, PPP98a, PPP98b, Rus94]. Practice
[Fit00, Hay86c, BN08, Bro07, CL97b, CL97a, CWB98b, CWB98a, CO04,
CL88, HPMI+23, Hal96, Hol87, Hos00, IPP13, LBA14, RBB+22, SPP06,
TSH02, TBP12, VM97, VM92, Be05, Hay97a]. practice-oriented
[RRB+22]. practices
[AMV07, BYCS00, BDB21, Bar15, Bar14, BS06, BS05, Bøl12, BM05,
dABK514, CJ98, CV205, CTC02, GBL03, Han06, Hen01, HKR+22, LC22b,
MM02, Men11, OOKBD14, PS00a, PS00b, PS04, RMGBA08, SP03, SPP08,
SGFS99, TM06, WZNC15, vAdMSC94a, vAdMSC94b, RGJ13]. Practicing
[Fra02d]. practise [Pap02a]. practitioner [Whi89b]. Praeger [Ros89c].

pragmatic [CF01a, ML05]. Prashantham [Pra10]. Pratt [Sap10]. pre
[INO+03, Mer22, TBSM21, VLVH23, ZWD22]. pre- [INO+03].
pre-acceleration [Mer22]. pre-determinants [VLVH23]. pre-entry
[ZWD21]. pre-formation [TBSM21]. Precarn [Joh08]. predevelopment
[MK96]. Predicting [Sna01]. prediction [KKL19]. Predictors
[CC14, SM01]. Preface [Ano89-27, BO86c, BFO88b, Rot87b]. preference
[TKSM08]. prehydrolysate [Ano94a, RGSK94]. Preliminary
[WTAW97, Ano93l, HAH84, IKL01, PBC93]. Prencipe [Edw04]. Prentice
[Bes95b, Dod87b, Gar94, Hay01b, Her92b, Min94, Per96, Per97b].
Prentice-Hall [Dod87b, Min94]. Preparing
[EH14, Hay83, LP06, KS10a]. prerequisite [Hos03]. Prerequisites
[KBC22]. Prescott [Koc09]. presence
[Ell81]. Present [Hit92b, Hit02, Hit03, Hit05]. Press
[Aug06a, Bes95a, Bes96, Bes97, Bes01a, Bes01b, Bes02a, Bes03b, Bon02,
Buc91, But96, Cre04, Dav92, Dib02b, Dre04, Dut07, Edw04, Fra00a, Fra02b,
Fra02c, Gra01, Hal97a, Hay84, Hay88g, Hay97a, Hay01a, Hay01c, Hob87,
Hob03, Hol93, Jel07, Joh92c, Kap01, Kuc06, Loe04, Min96, Nuv07, Oak97, OH04, Pap04, Par03a, Par06, Poy97, RL06, Ros90, Saa98, SW04, Sha95, Sod08, Tan08, Wan04, Why05, dC07, Sha91b. **pressure**

[HS21a, KRK +22, Sch09, XLG +23]. **pressure-relieving** [Sch09]. **pressures** [RVW17, UFF22], **preventative** [KS14]. **Prevention** [KB06], **previously** [QvdR21]. **Price** [Aug09, Bes02d, Fra02c, Fra02a, Hay01a, Hay01c, Mer01, Mer02, Bae94, Box01, CM94, Gar85, Gru99, Lai00, NMN11, Pap02b, Pra10, SBF15, Tsa13b, WMM00, Web96]. **prices** [SSGN23, WNGB03]. **pricing** [SM09, SH95]. **principal** [O'K19]. **Principal** [Kob97, HJSYJ12]. **principles** [AS08, Fra02d, GvBR10, Pur92, VM92, Hay86c]. **printer** [Lin14]. **principal** [O'K19]. **Printer** [MOWGB02, Tsa01, WMB01]. **printers** [WLO09]. **printing** [CB19, CNN23, SA22, UF22, WADN19, ZYSL21]. **prior** [Dag04, DVL19, Pet11]. **priorities** [LB03]. **prioritizing** [YJLL20, YJLL21]. **private** [BBA15, BP09a, BP09b, DJ05, HB97, Hew99, Jon05, LO96, LBG14, Nwo07, Nwo02, Old97, Pen08, Sto21, SN92, TKBC22, WSN^+18]. **privatisation** [INO^+03]. **privatization** [PCG22, Whe86]. **privatize** [Aha88]. **prix** [FFJ92, FJ91]. **Pro** [HEC22, LT21]. **pro-market** [LT21]. **Pro-socially** [HEC22]. **proactive** [BLQ00b, Lar99]. **probabilistic** [MRC14]. **probe** [VGQK^+10]. **Probert** [Bes02d]. **Problem** [Fit00, O'H99, GBV23, Hen01, Pen08, Hay90a, Ric95]. **Problem-Solving** [Fit00, Hay90a, Ric95]. **Problems** [Cor87a, AGFE22, II98, MAB^+23, Moh95, NPG17, NJ04, OZ06, Pa00, SFF21]. **procedure** [IAA94a, PIP04, Bes02d]. **proceedings** [LXODT15]. **proceso** [Ano^+94r]. **Process** [HB97, MGL12, VX97, AS21, ABLK07, ALe99, ABSZ23, Ano93p, Ano94-36, Ano94l, Ano94-41, Ano16h, BBTW00, BBZ20, BS06, BF97, Bes02b, BF21, BNS16, Bro01, BF06, BM94a, BM94b, BWS11, BN88, CB19, CM04, CSH94, CEL21, CG11, CLZ18, CLZ21, Chi21, CA06, DFC98a, DFC98b, DM91, DB19, EDM05, ETA02, EM85, FCS21, Font05, FF92, FGS07, Gal06a, GCH96, GIM06, Gre06, GC01b, HPB03, Hos01, HLH23, HW02, IE97a, IEG97b, II92a, II92b, IMBH98, KSPH21, Kap99, KBO22, KS01, KB90, KPK94a, KPK94b, KPK04b, KOS4b, KFL11, LB21, LW11, Lev93, Ltn07a, LL96, LvLB06, MCGLA02, MD03, Mud90, MR00, OS99, OB20, Pan98, Par00, PA15, PGK919, Per97b, PPP98a, PPP98b, Pia02, Poz86, Rot93, Sae05, SdO^+15, Shu22, SFF21, SY17, SW91]. **process** [SH99, TAC96, TCH95, Ts02, VB05, Vos84, VH06, WCZZ14, WBM22, ZSO4b, dOK12, dv94, vDZ21, Moh95]. **Process-based** [MGL12, Gre06]. **process-industry** [BF21]. **processed** [KB06]. **Processes** [Joh92c, dCLS08, TAG22, AK06, AM00, Bar96, BBHA01, Can06, Car04, CS06, CKS22, Del97, DB97a, EWE22, FRTW06, Fig02, HKY22, HKR^+22, KdOL08, Kes03, LL04a, Mat22, MKGL05, MS98, SdO^+15, SCFD18, SS04, SS05, Tre98, WCT10, XHM^+16, dVWDFN^+10]. **Processing** [SL98a, SL98b, Ano^94t, Ano94j, HBB09, IAA94b, IAA94a, NLC98, OJO^+00]. **processus** [Ano94-36]. **Proctor** [Poy97]. **procurement** [CP05, CCF23,
DLC21, GGS08, LCLC03, MGGOS21, OM18, SRT18, UEGE¹⁴].

producción [Ano9t]. produce [IAA94b]. produced [Han95]. producers [BM05, CA07]. producing [OM00]. Product

[Ano87b, BS01, BF03, BF05, DH06, Go07, IMIY87, KWE05, MCGLA02, MOM08, RR11a, SP96, SCZ14, Tsu01, Web96, AM23, AAGL23, ASI99, AAAA23, AKBA07, ABLK07, AT93, AC08, AD09, And21, Ano81b, Ano87g, ALCldF¹⁵, AS18, Ara08, AEP21, BYCS00, BSN21, BWF18, Bes94c, Bes95b, BF97, BF21, BM94a, BM94b, BLL95, BH15, BOBT22, CS06, CH04, CL05b, CLT06, CCST06, CG04a, CL97a, CKM13, Coo90, CO04, DNT98, DVSL19, DR07, Dow93a, Dow93b, DG02, DM91, EW06, FC06, FDB10, FMOPSVA21, For90, For91, FJ87b, FB93, Fre99, FdlCU22, FM07, GST08, GdWNPC03, GFvT22, Guy95, Haa14, HR98a, HR98b, Hay85b, Hay86a, HJ02, Hit89b, Hol85, Hol87, Hol88a, Hol88b, HKY22, HKR⁺²², IOS00, JR91, KdOL08, Kt03, Kt09, KM11, Kt05, KB09, Kt04a]. product

[KT04, KB06, KK06, LM14, LRH22, LLS00, LC07, LW11, LJAK21, LQ09, LCT05, LL05b, LTHS12, Lüt04, MLG12, MdV16, MH04, MH98, MM02, MW06, MAKKM22, MCMA09, MR00, MII90, MK96, NS07, Nöb04, OC91, OOKBD14, OZ06, OE87, OB20, OW00a, OW00b, Ott03a, Ott04b, Part05, Pra99, Puj06, Pur91, RkhR97, SZLR19, SP03, SM12a, SY14, Sha91a, Shin22, SJ21, SC19, SC192, SSP04, TWGB02b, TW02, TWG02a, Tan87, TSH02, TWBC21, TEA00, UB62, VLH23, VB05, WGW22, WHWS22, Wer03, WBM22, WFW02, WW14, YZY10, ZDWM21, ZXY21, dGSJ⁺²¹, dOK12, LVVH23, Hay85c, Hay88d, Mor91, Sco89]. product-based [MLG12]. product-service [BOBT22, VLH23, LVH23]. product-to-market [Bes95b]. production [AAA02, AT99, Ano93b, Ano94v, Ano94t, Ano94j, Ano94-33, AB89, Bar96, BHPB06, CM04, CG11, CL97b, CW93, CW94, CM96, CG04b, CGW05, CCBP22, DB97a, DB97b, EKT⁺²², EL19, FC06, GC10b, Hit85, Hit89b, Hit96, Hit06, IAA94b, IAA94a, IAA97b, IAA97a, KK04, LB21, PS00a, SK92, SDFN01, Sto03, TOS⁺°, vdMvM89]. production/operations [SDFN01]. productive [BF04, SRDS06].

Productivity [BS87, Gol82, Sna90a, Sna90b, Sna90c, Sna90d, AAN06, BGA09, Cam93, CL21, CL22, EW06, Fal05, Gol90, GC98a, GC98b, HAH84, HHA84, Jai23, KTE04, ML08b, NW23, OAVH14, RF12, SYK94, Sur92, Tsa05a, ZIAO⁺²¹, dMvAdMSPB93]. productos [Ano94t]. Products [Sod08, Ano94t, Ano94j, Ano94a, Ara08, BL97, BFM86, Cai94, CUF13, EH02, FM07, HKR++, JMT03, Joh92b, Lag17, LT16, MTT02, PA06, Red90, RW19, SFC14, WMB01, drP95, vDeJG08, wK97]. products [Ano94v].

Produktion [Ano94j]. Produkten [Bes95b]. professional [CS01b, Mi158]. professionals [BM94a, BM94b, DBV97, Hay88b, TC97, TNY⁺²²]. professions [CGBV21].

Professor [Ano13b]. proficiencies [KWE05]. proficiency [DM91]. profil [Ano94u]. profile [Ano94u, Ano94i, JP96, MdV16, Ano94g]. Profiles [Bac98, Ano94g, Car01, SR23]. Profiling [CP05]. profit [FAH08, KM06b, Pap02b, YZY10, Fra99]. profitability [DMW13, PNC15].
profiting [Pyk07]. profits [Bes03a]. Program [Ano07l, YLB06, Ahn95, BCP22, Car98c, HRHW16, VS06, Hob90, VS06, Buc91]. Programme [OO02, DC22, Hob88, Hyv06, Kas94a, Kas94b, MG98c, SM97, PWA11, Hob97]. programmes [Ano93p, Bar95, CLR96, DDG98, Hob88, HHH09, RBBB98, Won06]. programming [DB97a, DB97b]. programs [BPU21, CL05a, Chi90, LB03, MH05, Mer22, NW03b, OOKBD14, SW21, Ste14a, BMW14, LS07, LH11]. Progress [Kra15, Hja09, LPMV22, YIKC21, Zho92a, Zho92b]. progression [MM08]. Project [BK89, Dur86, HB89, KS04c, PWL20, SPFG12, STH06, AIOA00, ABLK07, ACV08, AM97, Bes03a, BDW06, CMA07, CCP23, Car98c, CLZ+22, HT12, ILR+12, JW06, KKG07, KL05, LB06, LL06, LO96, Maj22, Mil02, MSR10, NW03a, OR06, PC89, SdO+15, SM05, WPR+22, vRGJ+12, BPU21, Hay92d, Hay93a]. project-based [OR06]. project-driven [KL05]. Project-level [SPFG12]. project/program [Car98c]. Projects [Sod08, AAT14, AO03, AIOA00, DB05, Lan98b]. project [Gee06]. project-driven [KL05]. projects [Ano93p, Bar95, CLR96, DDG98, Hob88, HHH09, RBBB98, Won06].
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[Ste89, For85]. Reputation [Koc09]. reputational [RM14]. required
[WVG+98, GVG+98]. Requirement [CWB98a]. requirements
[TS13, CWB98b]. requiring [Ano93b, CW93]. Research
[BE09, CR02, Hay86e, HJ02, JKF19, KI14, dLP06, Lid09, Lin17c,
MPCRB+03, OWCvdR15, OB04, Ros89a, Ros89b, Son83b, TS13, Tiat90b,
Tuz05, AM23, ADD19, Alm95, AAN06, Ano86d, Ano94z, AKKS12, AL11,
ARS17, BBTW00, BPU21, BCP22, BB22, Bro95, BGM88, Buc91, Bul85,
CMA07, CPSM12, CRKA98, CWAB09, CYM+16, CYHC19, CZZM21,
CLW10, CbLjJL12, CL22, CR08, Col81, CFC12, CR19, CP06, Cor87c, Cur89,
Da 01, DMV+21, DDD98, DBV97, DNP01, Dod87a, ET98, EFV02, Fel22,
FHA22, FH87, GCI10a, GFE95, Grie06, Ham96, HV96, Hay88b, Hay97c,
HBO14, HY04, HG92, Hol85, Hsu05, HM11, IM10, JLI3, JFCFMC+12,
KTE04, KS21, KET22, KFEC15, KS10a, LLI06, LPMV22, LbKL91, LW04,
LS07, LDT+23, LfSS19, LB87, Lin02, Lin10b, Lin12b]. research
[Lin13c, LBA14, Lin16, Liy95, Lin07, MdVB16, MCLA02, Mas23, MZL15,
Mil94, MS19, Mo17, Nar89, Nio04, Nio05, OVD21, OIOA01, Obv97,
OM98, Ott03b, PA15, PV01, PSo1, PP02, PG11, PUFC23, Ros89, Re99,
RSo1, RSi4, Rei97, RSA05, Rie89, Rgo86, RH23, Ruo05, SOKE15, Sér96,
SD23, SKTM08, S006, SCH19, SD99a, Tit90a, VM97, VS06, WTN98b,
WTN98a, Wal07, Wec15, YHR08, YLB06, ZWD09, ZCF19, ZC22, ZLJ+21,
ZT21, vAdMSL95, vDZ21, Lin07b, YLB06, Dod87b, Hay96a]. research-
[Ott03b]. research-based [Bul85, CFC12]. research-industry [PUFC23].
researcher [KI03]. Researchers
[Ano09l, BP09a, BP09b, Lin10b, LP07, RV21]. réseaux [Ano94w].
reservation [Sch92]. Reserve [OO02]. reshapess [CHT22]. residential
[NLLC04]. residents [CL12]. Resilience
[GPCNS+23, WKN04b, HPMI+23, TFS+22]. resistance [SF98]. resolve
[Lin85]. resolving [Mac05]. Resonance [Hay01b, BF06, Hal97b]. Resonant
[WH04c, BM05]. Resort [Ano07k]. Resource
[Ban03a, Cha22, DVS19, A021, ABUS05, BM16a, xCZZ+22, FMV00,
Gal05, GK06, Jan21, Kra22a, LLY+18, PS00b, SO02, SY14, Sun96, TA10,
Yas05, YW122, YGW06, YGW08, ZWZ+23, vRE21, vVvRN17].
resource-based [xCZZ+22, FMV00, Gal05, Yas05]. resource-constrained
[BM16a, YW122]. resource-poor [SO02]. resources [Can16, Car01, CE89,
CKM13, CS13, FMV00, Gal05, HLL12, HAH84, JKF19, JLo80, LC09, MM08,
NGK08, PKH15, PShLC02, PSdLC05, RS03, SAFT06, CNN23].
Responding [Lin19b]. response
[Ano89p, BK99, MAMD22, WG23, vdVdM11]. Responses
[Dre04, Lim06, Boh18, FC95]. responsibilities [SDFN01]. responsible
[Fel22]. responsive [Mil02]. responsiveness [ST88]. rest [Hal97a, ND15a].
restorative [CK04]. restriction [DL10]. restructuring [Cha99, MJ92].
result [MPCRB+03]. resulting [BF04, PG11, TWGB02a]. Results
[CMA07, Ano86d, Cor87c, CNPV04, EFV02, GML07, GANA07, Lay93,
NS90, NPV05, Sou01, WTAW97, Wit85]. retail [HWC06, JMR01, SF98].
Rethinking [VM11]. RETRACTED [BK01, CDD+11]. Retraction [CDD+14]. retraining [WC85]. retrieval [DF98a, DF98b]. retrospective [EKT+22, LCRL22, WHB21, ZWDZ21]. return [Wal07]. returns [BZIZ21]. Revealing [Lin17c]. revenue [SM09]. reverse [AAAF22, Els95, HS14, VJ23]. Review [Ada07, Ano81a, Ano91d, Ano91c, Ano97b, Arc03, Arr04, Aug09, Aug06a, Aug06b, Bai84, Ban04, Bas95, Bes88, Bes93, Bes94a, Bes94b, Bes94c, Bes94d, Bes95a, Bes95b, Bes95c, Bes96, Bes97, Bes01a, Bes01b, Bes02a, Bes02b, Bes02c, Bes02d, Bes03a, Bes03b, Bon02, Box01, BH03, Bro90, Bro07, Buc91, Bul97, But96, Co97, CF07, Col08, Co07, Co09, Cou91, Cre04, Dav92, De 04, Del97, Dib00, Dib01, Dib02a, Dib02b, Dib04, Dod87a, Dod87b, Dod88, Dre04, Dre06, Dut07, Edw04, Eva02, Fit00, For90, For91, For85, Fra99, Fra00b, Fra00a, Fra01a, Fra01c, Fra01b, Fra02a, Fra02c, Fra02d, Fra02a, Fra03a, Fra03b, Gar85, Gar87, Gar94, Gar95, Gar96, Gil96, Gil97, Giu09, Go07, Gra01, Gra03, Gra04]. Review [Gri98, Hal97a, Har93a, Har93b, Har97c, Hay83, Hay84, Hay85a, Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay86c, Hay86d, Hay86e, Hay86a, Hay86f, Hay87a, Hay87d, Hay87b, Hay87c, Hay87c, Hay88b, Hay88c, Hay88d, Hay88g, Hay88f, Hay88e, Hay89a, Hay89d, Hay90a, Hay90b, Hay90c, Hay90d, Hay91a, Hay92b, Hay92a, Hay92c, Hay92d, Hay92e, Hay93d, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay95, Hay96a, Hay97b, Hay97c, Hay97d, Hay97a, Hay91a, Hay91b, Hay01c, Her91, Her92a, Her92b, Her92c, Her04, Hob87, Hob97, Hob03, Hol93, Hop04, Jel07, Joh92a, Joh92b, Joh92f, Joh92c, Joh92e, Joh92g, Kap01, Kap03, Kaz03, Koc09, Kra15, Kuc06, Kuc07, Lae03, Lae04, Lai00, Leh07, Lin06, Lin90, Lin91, Lop06, Mer84a, Mer94b, Mer01, Mer02, Mil85, Mil88, Min94, Min96, Mor91, Mor04, Mur91, New04]. Review [Nuv07, O'H99, Oak97, OH04, Pap02a, Pap02b, Pap03, Pap04, Pap06, Par03a, Par06, Par07, Par03b, Per04, Per95, Per96, Per97b, Per97a, Pot93, Pov97, Poy97, Pra10, Pre01, Que06, Rad97, Ram86, Rea06, Ric95, RL06, Ros89c, Ros89a, Ros89b, Ros90, Rot87a, Rot88, Rus94, Saa98, SW04, Sap01, Sap05, Sap10, Sco89, Sha95, Sha91a, Sha91b, Sod08, Szw07, Tan08, Tat04, Tra00, Ver90a, Ver90b, Ver90a, Ver91a, Wan04, Whi94, Why02, Why05, Wil90, Won08, Wya00, Wya04, Wya07, dC07, Ano95a, Ano98i, Ano98k, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano03b, Ano04b, BLA06, CPSM12, CY070, Cor87c, D'I14, EKMS12, GBY22, GW87, GH21, HGB23, Hit89a]. review [Ho09, HPBP98, IPP13, hl05, MDT+23, MdV16, MVS+22, Mud90, NPG14, OS99, OVD21, OGRA23, OZ06, PS01, RH21, SP22a, SG22, Sou83a, SW22, ZWD09, dMD05, dBJ03, BB95, Hob03]. reviewed [RRSS07]. reviewers [Lin08a, Lin10d, Lin11b, Lin12a, Lin13a, Lin19b, Lin13d]. Reviewing [Lin09d, Lin10b, AS22]. Reviews [Ano02g, ACV08, Ano92f, Ano93h, Ano94d, Ano96a, Ano01b]. revisited [Can06, Wan91, WFWC21]. Revisiting [HKRR20, LC22b, TKBC22, WBM22]. revitalization [YW08]. revival [NWGB09]. revolution [H21, JV97, Won05b]. revolutionizing
[Hay97a, BCO14]. Russia [GFK12, Kih03]. Russian [SMC14]. Rutten [Pap02a]. Ruza [Sha95]. RVINs [CvZ05].

S [Ano88h, Ano91d, Ano93l, Bas04, BB95, Bes94c, Fra03b, Hay88g, Hay88e, Hay90b, Job92f, Pap02a, Pap03, Par07, NLC98]. S. [Aug09]. sacrificing [TWGB02a]. Safeguarding [SPO08]. safety [CJH+07, Big13]. SAGE [Bas04, Szw07, Ada07, Box01, Fra03a, Fra03b, Hay97c, Kuc07]. Saharan [AHSS19, AN16]. sales [SSM09, SSP04, WA03]. salesperson [LD05].


scholarship [VM97]. scholarships [Rei97]. School [Bes95a, Bas96, Bes01a, Bes01b, Dav92, SW04, Lin12b, LC82]. schools [Kin02, LD95, Lin12b]. Schoonhoven [Cou90, Cou91]. Schrage [SW04].

Schragenheim [Fra02e]. Schumpeter [Won05b]. Science [BMV02, Bes88, Col81, Dib00, GC10a, Guy96a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hob87, Kos99, LY00, LYST22, Lin13c, MM08, Rad01, Sza96, Ved97, Ano94-42, BDNP06, CBGvdV22, CL05a, Cha99, DVM16, DSV05, Fe94, Fra02b, Fre86, GBFvdS11, HHV05, Hay87c, HPT10, IAO+02, Ish07, Kih03, LS05, LK20, LD95, Lin08b, LDMY22, MG21, MT05, NP10, PWL20, Per04, Phi99, QWM92, RH10, RH23, DMR21, Tom03, Tuz05, VH06, WPR+22, De 85, DLL06, LL03, LL05b, SP22a, Ano91d, Hay87b, Hay88e, Hay92e, Hay93b, Hob87, Mer94b, Rot87a].

Science-based [LS05, Fre86, GBFvdS11, NP10, DMR21]. sciences [SY17]. Scientific [ZCF19, ADD19, CM04, CR08, Col81, Fon05, Mac97b, Mou15, Mou17, SKTM08, Sza92, YIKC21, Ano97b]. scientist [GS10, TBSM21, Wür17]. scientist-entrepreneurs [TBSM21]. scientist-started [GS10]. Scientists [Koc09, AOO02, Ano93s, Boa08, HM11, KFEC15, LPN22, Lin17a, NL11, SG93].

SCM [DB09]. Scope [MPW22, CCV11, CS89, SAWT06, SH22]. score [MYR+21]. score-based [MYR+21]. scorecard [FRW06]. Scotland [Kin00]. Scott [Rad97]. scrap [vdBS02]. Screening [HKW+22, AMV07, MNW14]. SDH [CCY05]. SEA [Hos00]. Search [CHL21, AMP22, BBS22, Coo90, CGLSNU15, FFM16, FDN+23, GBV23, JK03, JSR19, KI06, LB21, Mac86b, NPG17, OGG06, SO06, WG23, XHM+16, vGS09]. Searching [BFM88, RZ21]. Second
second-tier secondment [HRHW16]. secrecy [DL10]. secrets [Her91]. section [Sna90a, Sna90b]. sectional [Sna90d]. sections [Sna90a, Sna90b, Sna90c, Sna90d]. sector [ARvT04, AEP21, Bab08, BBA15, BLA06, BE09, CCP23, Cha22, CBK03, CH01, Gre06, HB97, Hew99, HC06, JPP99, JRS06, KdOL08, KDH02, KS21, KK04, KS10a, Lee00, LGZ22, Mas23, Men11, Moo03, NG09, Nwo97, Nwo02, Oye01, PR96, PGKF19, PP02, PEER23, RDS17, SPKK08, SM13, SN92, TDC11, Thu18, UOIA00, WSN+18, WSF13, YW08, vZS14, wK97, wK98, Poy97]. sectoral [MG08, OS08, SCY17, SSF12]. sectors [Bes15, CF01b, Der14, EFC23, HW01, Koo00, Neu12, SSF12, YW08].

small-sized [Hit89b]. small/medium [GC96]. small/medium-sized [GC96]. smaller [FJ87a, VM92]. **Smart** [MC’05, HKY22, HKR+22, KS14, NUSR21, PC18, SM95, WH04c, Won04, BOBT22]. **SMBs** [BMRG00]. **SME** [LOCBSBGMH16, AHSS19, AHP16, FORA17, MCT06, RB09, RIMP22, SPO08, Sik99]. **SMEs** [KdOL08, ALBO08, Ano94n, BDB21, BM07, BP01, Cai94, CW06, CAP23, EFV00, FAH08, FB06, FMOPSSVA21, GMLMVJ07, GKB12, Had99, HRRH16, Hus10, Hyv06, KP12, KT02, KDH02, KH06, KS10b, LB03, LNB21, LLI06, LLR95, LLEB05, LTVa22, MCH00, MGCLA02, MRTG11, MNC+23, MT08, Nar04, NT16, OGS06, OGG06, PNC15, PBOR23, PvdMB+06, RV21, RIMP22, RAG11, RSP10, RPL10, RD92, SRT18, SB02, SPO08, SDFN01, TS13, Tei22, Vos05, ZXT10, dOK12, dBJ03, vdVdJvdR09, Coo07]. **SMEs** [KDH02]. **Smilor** [Lin90, Lin91]. **Smith** [Joh92b, Whi94]. **Snelson** [Sha91a]. **Social** [BAR16, Hun00, OSSC21, Sto21, AM23, AK06, BC99, Fra02b, HMM14, HHV05, Kaa09, KRK+22, KKP17, MTB01, M185, NK22, PRA22, RVW17, RGMW18, RD05, Rot87a, SPAG22, SPMRS23, SHS+23, DGM21, Uli05, ZXX23, ZR93a, ZR93b]. **Socialization** [FF00]. **socially** [HEC22]. **societal** [Hea83, LDMY22, DGGM21]. **societies** [FLC17, Zeg87]. **Society** [Ano81a, Ano87l, Lin13c, Ano87g, BCM+22, GS05, HHV05, Web99, Hay92c]. **Socio** [RG10, AA90, LKHH22, PPW06, SS16]. **Socio-cognitive** [RG10]. **socio-economic** [AA90]. **socio-technical** [LKHH22, PPW06, SS16]. **Sociometric** [MTB01]. **Sociotechnical** [Pur92, Mol97b, Mol97a, Mol98, Pur91]. **soft** [Gei97, Pfi99]. **Softback** [Hay85a, Hay86c, Hay86f, Shal1b, Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c, Hay96a, Hay87d]. **Software** [Ara08, Ano94q, Ano94-45, Ban03a, Ban03b, BAR16, BV09, CHP13, CN05, Day02, DO03, FB93, HJM08, HKR+22, I101, Ket09, KH06, KS04c, LL94a, LL94b, LQ09, MO03, McQ05, MD03, MSR10, OM00, PP02, Pyk07, Rl04, Ruo05, SM09, SH10b, Ts05b, YA11, Car98a, Mor04]. **Softwareindustrie** [Ano94-45]. **solar** [Kap99, Ove15]. **sold** [AGFE22]. **Soldiers** [Bes95a]. **solution** [AAN06, GBV23, HKY22, HKR+22, I191, Ver90b]. solutions [BCM+22, HM11, HBBH21, LDT+23, MAB+23, NPG17, OSSC21]. **solvers** [HHB21]. **Solving** [Fit00, OH’99, Hen01, Hay90a, Ric95]. **Some** [Arn87, AB89, Ban03b, KM11, Seg86, Ano94u, Ano94-27, Die00, FOL+03, GPR89, HB97, IA97b, IA97a, Jac22, LVS10, OW93a, OW93b, Oak03, OB04, OIN96, Rag93a, Rag93b, San94, Sen85, SB91, SL9b, TM03, WHP85, dGSJ+21, vAdMSC94a, vAdMSC94b, AM92a, AM92b, AO07, BCO14, HB84, Hol85, Lin10b, RAC84, Rob84, Rot92a, Rot92b]. **SONET** [CCY05]. **SONET/SDH** [CCY05]. **Sons** [Del97, Fra02b, Fra02d, Gil97, Gri98, Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay86d, Hay92a, Mill85, Per95, Pow97]. **sorghum** [llo91]. **Souder** [Ano93c]. **source** [BAR16, CKR00, FN21, Far23, GFVT22, JMK05, MSR10, RH21, TW02, WH04b, WKN04b, YA11, YW08]. **sourced** [LS16]. **Sources** [AL05, Cab19, MM02, SFF21, WN03, AOO02, CKT04, CVV11, DVHL22, Pal06, SBP21]. **sourcing** [BCP11, HCL09, LT10, LW10, MG98b, MG98a,
South
[MPWG22, NB09, NB11, ND15a, PEER23, Rad99, RDS17, TWBC21].

South-East
[HCK01, AOO02, BBDM01, Cha22, Chu01, GBL03, HBO14, HB03, Hos99, HH08, KK04, LS07, LKKH22, LP07, Moo03, MBA+12, PH08, RPL10, SPO08, SH10b, Ven14].

Southampton
[Hay92e, AHP16, Nay88, Win87, Hay88f].

Spain
[MRGT11, MP09a, Ano94-27, BGA09, BMLL07, dCLSNL08, NDP07, RDS17, Sán94, ST95, SM12, VBA06].

Spanish
[Ano94t, Ano94q, Ano94i, Ano94r, Ano94-28, Ano98o, AdA08, Bar95, BHPB06, CA07, FV00, FJ96, GST08, GANA07, MG08, dAOCM02, RAG11, SPAG22, VB05, dBJ02].

Spain
[Ano92c, CT92, PGLS21].

Special
[Ano92c, CT92, PGLS21].

Specialisation
[Ver01].

Specialists
[JR91, GKK23].

Specialization
[SH08, ADD19, PSU97, SH10a].

Specialized
[FL15].

Specialty
[CbLjJL12].

Speculative
[AHSS19, Bar90a, CEY11, TLK09, Tsa13b].

سوني
[SR22].

Species
[CB22, KM22].

speed
[AAGL23, BSN21, CK12b, MP09a, RAG11, Won05a, ZXDG19].

spells
[ARvT04].

Spender
[Ano97b].

spending
[Ano93l, PBC93].

spill
[Eri00].

spill-over
[Er00].

spill-over
[HWO1, HW02, NWGB09, SP22a, VRS+22, WZGBA01, WTN+02, WKN04a].

Spillovers
[Dre06, BCL22, CL21, Har97a, Har97b, KL04, NQ05, WA03].

Spin
[BHPW00, KL08b, MW82, BKM10, CRKA98, CFC12, DB05, Fon05, GvBR10, NPS02, ÖAVH14, PS03, Rog86, SS21, Sch86, SOKE15, SvG15, SJ16, Ste14a, TBSM21, TKT13, VP14, WD06, vGS09].

Spin-off
[KL08b, MW82, CFC12, DB05, NPS02, Rog86, SvG15, VP14].

Spin-offs
[BHPW00, BKM10, CRKA98, Fon05, GvBR10, ÖAVH14, PS03, SS21, Sch86, SOKE15, SJ16, TBSM21, TKT13, WD06, vGS09].

spill-over
[HWO1, HW02, NWGB09, SP22a, VRS+22, WZGBA01, WTN+02, WKN04a].

Sponsored
[WD06, Ano94-43, HH09, Mia94].

Sponsorship
[LbKL91, VVWM20].

sport
[Lü04].

sport-related
[Lütt04].

spread
[Car05].

spreadsheet
[KK06].

Springer
[Hay92b, Hop04, Pap02b, Rea06].

Springer-Verlag
[Hay92b, Hop04, Pap02b].

spurring
[WKN04a].

Sriniyasan
[Bas04].

Stability
[Koc04, TWGB02a].

Stack
[Lin10c].

Staff
[Per95].

Stage
[SY17, CKR00, CHT99, Cho96, Kim87, MNL22, NPS02, WL91].

Stage-gate
[SY17].

stages
[AY05, CBK03, HKW+22, VNP+22].

stagnation
[WN03].

Stakeholder
[SG22, YCL22, BBC06, HBM14, MMT12, MNN16, SR22].

stakeholder-centric
[SR22].

stakeholders
[SSS17, ZS04b].

standard
[LP03].

standardisation
[FHBD016].

standardize
[BM16b].

standardized
[HJSYJ12].

standards
[Dan19, FL15, Gal12, Hyv06, dVV16]. **Standing** [SL16]. **standpoint** [Cor87b]. star [LPN22]. **Stargate** [Mer94b]. **Starkey** [Bes97]. stars [Boa08, Goe10]. start [AF08, BC12, CA06, DVS19, GM23, HLL12, KZ18, LLZ19, MM08, MG98c, PKH15, Par05, RI04, Ru005, SOKE15, vRE21]. **start-up** [DVS19, GM23, HLL12, KZ18, MM08, MG98c, RI04, Ru005, SOKE15, vRE21]. **start-ups** [AF08, BC12, CA06, LLZ19, MM08, PKH15, Par05]. **started** [GS10]. **starter** [GBL03]. Startup [DCD22, Bla16, Lak08, McM94a]. startups [BC82, CNS06, DID21, MNL22, SMW21]. **State** [BB95, OTA01, Thu18, BLNP05, Hit89b, Hit02, Hit03, Hit05, Lin02, MLF16, PCG22, Tön15, YHeHW17, YHeHW21, Hui11, Mac97b]. state-owned [PCG22]. stated [Lal00]. **strategy** [WKN04b]. strategies [Cor87c, CL88, FOL+03, OOJ+00, TOS+00, BDL92, Miy96, Miy00, Roe87]. statistical [Llo07, NS90, Bes02b]. statistics [AL05, Lin08a, Lin10d, WTGB01]. **Status** [Zho92a, Zho92b, EFV02, Lin08a]. Staunton [Wil90]. staying [LDK22]. steady [BLNP05]. steel [Acs88, Poz86]. steep [SK92]. steer [Joh99]. Steering [HPM1+23]. **Steersmanship** [Kuh88]. Stefik [Aug06a]. **Stephen** [Hay92e, Mil88]. **Steps** [Ano94-34, Den94, He194a, He194b, Hol93]. **Steve** [Hay01b]. **Stevenage** [Rus94]. **STI** [DS23]. still [PP02]. Stimulating [HC06, Ano94-30, BD05, LB02, SS94]. **Stimulation** [Gaz86, KJE96]. stochastic [Mat22]. stock [ZLJ1+21]. Stoltz [Fra00b]. stone [AAA02]. stones [YSKL21]. Storage [OO02, DF98a, DF98b]. Store [Kan22]. Storey [Hay88e, Hay90c]. stories [SZLR19]. story [Car98a]. Strait [LS05]. Straker [OH99]. **Strategic** [BM05, BF06, CR08, CNS06, DBV97, ETA09, ETA02, Fra03b, Hay01b, Jon96, Kha97, KOX21, KM06b, LW91, LM94a, LM94b, NLLC05, OG05, OM88, Ott98b, Pra10, SB02, Szw07, Tsz02, Ver90a, VK03, AGM89, Ano93b, Ano94q, Ano94-32, Ano94-37, Ano94-45, Bar92a, Ber96, Bes94d, BST03, Boy14, BEH99, BGM88, BN88, Car98b, Car98c, CAI00, xCZZ+22, CA14, CW93, DB09, Dib02b, Dod88, EFV00, Far23, FMV00, FF92, Gar94, GLYP13, Har96, Hay93d, HW97, HT06, Hos01, How94, HKY22, Joh92g, Kar93a, Kar93b, Kod05, Kod07a, KS04a, LL94a, LL94b, LL98, LSB07, LGZ22, LL05a, MH05, NH99, Nay88, NLLC04, PR97, PG94, Rot88, SRHL12, Sch92, STS88, SW91, SM01, Sun96, Ver91a, VD04, Vos05, VLI12, Why02, YNS18, Yas05]. strategic [YI05, YZY10, OO02, SM09, Sap92, Bes94c, Bon02, Par03a]. stratégique [Ano94s]. Strategies [FJS87a, FJS87b, GBM98a, GBM98b, Hay97a, Hob90, HHA88, IO1, Par07, Sik91, Sw92a, Sw92b, WH96, AF08, Ano90c, Ano93b, Ano94-33, AR99, BWF18, Bes94c, BDL92, CL05b, CW93, CW94, CGLSNLD15, EKT1+22, Er95, FMFMA16, GC88a, GC98b, GCS01, HBS07, HK02, Hay88c, Hay89a, HW18, HLC05, HCL09, HPT10, KSHP21, KvEv01, KS14, LW10, Lin86, MV06, NG97, OB21, PS00b, Poy97, Ric85, SPPG20, SS22, SCZ14, Ste14b, SH02, TWGB02a, TTC06, TSO0, TM06, VM12, Wal12, WZGBA01, WR95, W004, YGM99, YH11, IS06, Kuc06]. **strategische***
Ano94-45. **Strategy**

[Ano94-35, GC93a, GC93b, HLH12, Kan94, MR05, ADD19, AO03, AAAF22, Aka98b, Aka98a, AT93, Ara08, BiKM95, BSN21, BK01, Bro98, Bul97, BA89, CEH03, CT02, CHL21, CCY05, CLW10, CCST06, CLR96, HC01, Joh92c, KWE05, Kod06, LCKH22, LCT05, Mil02, MPM09, Obe86, OOMW03, Pea90, PSDL02, Per96, Per97b, PV00, Pow10, PCWG04, RR11b, Rue88, Sar95, SB02, SH08, SG22, Sha03, SJ16, STZ03, TWG02b, Tan95, Tan87, VN18, WAN03, WS14, Win87, Y105, YXH21, Sap01, Hay85a, straw [YWL22].]

**strengthen** [CE89]. **stress** [ZWZ+23]. **stressors** [ABL07]. **stroke** [WTAW97, WTN98b, WTN98a]. **strokes** [LT05]. **Structural**

[YW08, dVdWNF+10, Ano94-35, BF05, CLZ+22, HHV05, Hob92, Kan94, LLY+18, MT01, MP09b, NW23, WN03, WQZ21, WC06b, ZZL22, GD08, structure [Ano94q, Ano94s, Ano94-45, Hon21, Hos03, HS21b, Jai23, JWY22, LL94a, LL94b, NWGB09, WH04c]. **structured** [BD05]. **structures** [EEY22, RS14, SS04, SS05, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, dVdWNF+10, Roe87].

**Structuring** [SL14b]. **Stuktur** [Ano94-45]. **students** [CE03, Hay97c, LP06, WW04]. **studies** [AA02, ABGS13, BLA06, BDNP06, CCP23, CPSS06, HB84, IIA97b, IIA97a, Kin00, Let03, Ni05, PR97, Pot93, RM14, RAC84, SU11, Tre98, VBA06, VOTH05, VX97]. **Study**

[MD03, AM10, ASI99, AA91, AF08, Ano94x, Ano94z, Ano94-38, Arc88, ABUS05, Aut94, Bad11, BC12, BDB21, BSMC23, BCH94, Bou15, BGM88, BM05, BLQS00a, BN88, CJ98, CG02, CA02, C3EH03, CS06, CM89, CEY11, CBGvdV22, CM94, CL12, CPXC02, CA07, Cor87a, CP04V, DB09, Day02, Dea81, DH06, DSVM05, ET98, FRA05, FLKF+06, FOW97, Gal05, Gar87, Gar05, GÁNA07, GL10, GM00, GC10b, Gui11, GS10, HBS02, HV96, HSO2, HM08, HRHW16, Hli90, HLO5, HH08, HM11, Hua09, IS97, Jai86, JP99, JRS06, KdOL08, K103, Ket09, KS21, KJE96, Kod03, Kod07a, Kod07b, KH06, KHS9, KLV06, KJ03, KB06, KFL11, LY96, LPC03, LD05, LPOX14, LRH22, LK20, LS07, LCR122, Leo21, hLchvBbL04, LH70, LC22a, Lic11, Lin10a, LT04, LCT05]. **study**

[Lb07, cLhWCH12, LH11, Lüf04, Maj22, MRGT11, MFH03, MOM08, McM94a, MG89e, Meh01, Meh88, Mil94, Mel91, MCPRB+03, NW03a, NW03b, NB09, NB11, ND15a, NPV05, OGOF22, OA04, PGLS21, Par05, PP89, Pow10, PS00b, PoZ86, PCWG04, Pur91, RAG11, ROMH15, RFMC21, Ros82, RD05, RG85, RI04, Ru05, RNJ+23, SO02, SBF15, SC20, SCZ14, Sna90d, Soh96, Soh97a, Soh97b, Soh99, SGFS99, STZ03, SM01, St03, iSKB02, TKS08, Tho99, TCT05, TPF15, Tit09a, TLL07, UBCF19, VK03, VM92, Wa17, WZNC15, WM88, WX21, YH09, Y105, ZMPRP14, ZXX23, ZWZ21, ZYSL21, ZS04b, dB10, vBDK21, vGS09, vDVdM11, vH10, vK11, vRGJ+12].

**Studying** [KK06]. **style** [FB91, FB93, KFEC15, PW07, WPF06a]. **style/involvement** [PW07, WPF06a]. **Styles**

[Hay90a, Ric95, Fox95, Lin85]. **stylized** [SB91]. **Sub** [AHSS19, AN16].
Sub-Saharan [AHSS19, AN16]. subcontracting [ADNP01, KS10b].


such [Cor87b]. Sufficient [Gui05, DS13]. Sumantra [Hay93d, Per97b, Ver90b]. Summary [Ano82c, Bai84, Lin12d]. Sun [Car98a]. Sung [Kap01]. Sunman [Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c]. Supapol [Ano94-30]. super [RCC04].

supercapacitor [NW03a]. supplements [Pre01]. Supplier [CCL+06, AD09, Hel94a, Hel94b, IKL01, Kha97, LM14, LV09, PS00a, SW21, UEGE+14, WFW02]. suppliers [And21, CD00, HW18, KSHP21]. Supply [BS05, KK05, Lin17b, SMC14, Bar14, Boy14, BCP22, BRCG12, Ch01, Eng06, FdlCU22, Gra30, Kee14, KI14, KH06, KM06b, KK06, KRA+22c, LBA14, NUSR21, NJ04, Red14, RY14, SW21, Ven14, WH21, Wil14, Bes02c, Gra03]. supply-side [SW21]. support [AK06, ABLK07, BCP22, CS02, CH18, Coc12, CH01, DO09, DO03, FJV96, FDN+23, Gre06, GGG22, JJS+18, KP12, KT02, Lay93, Lee11, Mac97b, MCH00, MRGMBR13, MMM05, RATW15, Ras08, Rya90, Sik97a, Sik97b, SJ16, Ste14a, Won13]. supported [Tit90a].

Supporting [MG98b, MG98a, AS08, Ano94-33, BMW14, CW94, CM96, Joh08, Par05]. Supportive [Ano94-33, CW94]. surrogate [Lun14]. survey [AL05, Cor87b, CL88, DLL06, EKT+22, Han06, Har96, KD02, KBS01, Mal87, NS09, PS00a, SP03, SU11, EIMS01]. surveys [AP96, ABLK07, TM03, PG09]. Survival [AF08, SBMP13, ABUS05, Col97, DID21, DMW13, OOMW03, SCC17, Vel15, VOTH05, WK03, WKN04b]. sus [Ano94t]. Susan [Hay93c]. Sussex [Kuz03]. support [Gri98, Hal97a, Kuc06, Per95]. suspense [Bro90]. Sustainability [ZYS12, AS22, Boh18, DQ06, EKK+22, Ger04, LH14, MLA+12, Ser13, SDT+22]. sustainability-selected [Ger04]. Sustainable [HK02, Leh07, AZ90, De 85, Fnh05, Gos05, GMB+23, KvdEV01, LB02, LOM14, OSSC21, Shu22, TS05, dGSJ+21, Ano88m]. Sustaining [LCRL22].


Swinnerton [SD89b]. Swinnerton-Dyer [SD89b]. Swiss [Bad08, Har97a, Har97b]. switch [ZI01]. switching [BVT21]. Switzerland [RBBB98]. sword [WGW22]. symbiosis [FF00]. symmetry [RV21].
symphony [TKS18]. symposium [Ano86d]. synergetic [Car99a]. Synergistic [Ano94-37, PG94]. synergy [RMG98A08, YK08]. syntegrity [Per95]. synthesis [KL87, OGRA23, Sou83a]. Synthetic [Coo90, Buc91]. System [Kuh88, Ano93e, BH16, Bar97, BBS22, CC05, Chu02, DGP10, DG14, DDFS23, DO99, FLH+02, Gui05, GW05, KKKR05, LG05, dLP06, LKKH22, LWF+22, LTH06, M'C05, MJW23, Mar03, Meh01, MBA+12, NS90, PWA11, PK06, RAAMT05, SO02, SGB12, Sch92, Sik97a, Sik97b, Vek99, Wal5, WL05, YS93, ZS04a, ZS04b, vdeJG08, MG08, VMWV16].

systematic [BLA06, GBY22, HS14, MDT+23, SW22, YJLL20, YJLL21]. systematically [Lic05, U82]. Systematizing [WPR+22]. systemic [CWY14, DM11, DO03, VMWV16]. Systems [Edw04, AGM89, Ano93k, Ano94m, BF04, BK04, BWF18, Bas01, BK01, Boy14, BH03, BHPB06, CF01a, CO05, CS04, xCZZ+22, CG04a, Ch01, Chu02, De 04, DO99, EY22, Gal06a, GPCN+23, G06, Ger04, Gol87, GG11, Gup88, Gup90, Gup90, GH91, GG93, Gup00, GK06, HR98a, HR98b, HGL98, IMBH98, KR12, KMID11, LQ94, LW91, MI07, Mon01, OB04, Par00, Pur91, Pur92, SGB12, Sen96, SC05, Sto03, SV01, WK03, WL91, ZIA0+21, ZL01, LVH23, Sod08, Dib01, Que06]. systems-empirical [WK03]. Systems-Opening-up [LVH23]. systems-some [OB04].

t [Ano93l, Bes02a, Buc01, Fra99, Hay97c, Leh07, Lop06, Rea06, HRHW16]. T-Up [HRHW16]. tackle [DGR23]. Taguspark [DSVM05]. Tailoring [BNV05b].

Taiwan [OH04, Ano941, CSH94, CHT99, CTBH02, CT02, CS04, CS05, CJH+07, CL13, CSL06, Ch09, FLH+02, GP04, HC01, HST05, HH90, HLC05, HST97, Hu09, HT08, LS05, LY00, LC07, LC09, LwChLbL04, LH07, LFF09, Liu93, LCT04, LCT05, LHI1, PJ96, PWL20, SY05, TC97, Tan95, TCT05, Arc03]. Taiwanese [FLH+02, LH21, WC06a, YH09]. Takada [For90, For91]. takeoff [LT16]. Taking [HPT10, JL13, SGWL16]. tale [Eek84, GMB98a, GMB98b, PC22, SZL91]. TAM [Cha08]. Tanega [Mer94a]. Tangible [Jan21]. Tangible-Intangible [Jan21]. tango [BT22].

Tantoush [Szw07]. Tanzania [Hew99]. Tanzanian [vdes02]. Terek [Szw07]. target [SH22, BB95]. Targeting [CFC12, FB05]. targets [Hus10]. task [Cha08, Pap95]. tasks [Sna98]. Tassabehji [Kuc07]. Tawfik [Per96].

Tax [LL93a, LL93b, DC22, DPH+22, HST21, Kog93]. taxonomy [CGBV21, LT09, MG08, RSA05]. Taylor [Ano97b]. tea [Ano94b]. Teaching [AAD14, Mos16, OZ06, WC85, JC01]. Team [ABL10, JY22, RR11b, STZ03, BPU21, KL06, Per95, SCS22, VP14, Mer02]. Team-based [STZ03, BPU21, Mer02].

teams [AAGL23, BBS22, HEC22, Hu00, KL06, LC07, LR09, LP06, Joh92e]. teamwork [MMM05]. Teare [Her92a]. Tech [Bai84, LS05, ALV10, Ano93a, Ano94y, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ars08, BMV02, BDB21, Ber96, BMRG00, BM14, BRP94, CL18, CL21, CA06, CJS22,
GC10b, HAA09, HfWn21, HFWW16, Kak03, Kod07a, KLAH05, LWC09, LD05, Lin86, Liu93, MZG17, MM08, Par05, RIMP22, RGJ13, SG93, SCC17, SSGN23, Ste14b, SMW21, Sun96, VTRM12, WCT10, Won16, CF07, Won80].

techno-transfer [RGJ13].

Technical [AA90, Ber96, NB92, Oak03, Sur92, Acs88, Ano94-44, ABKL08, Bar96, CC05, CR81, Col97, DB97a, DB97b, Ene22, Gru93, Ham94, HB84, Hay91c, IDMD04, KC08, KR12, LKKH22, Mac97b, Mo98, PFw06, Red90, Re97, Sa95, Sc83, SS16, SW22, Tho88c, Tre98, VB05, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whf90c, SBMP13].

technical/marketing [VB05].

Technical [AA90, Ber96, NB92, Oak03, Sur92, Acs88, Ano94-44, ABKL08, Bar96, CC05, CR81, Col97, DB97a, DB97b, Ene22, Gru93, Ham94, HB84, Hay91c, IDMD04, KC08, KR12, LKKH22, Mac97b, Mo98, PFw06, Red90, Re97, Sa95, Sc83, SS16, SW22, Tho88c, Tre98, VB05, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whf90c, SBMP13].

Techniques [HH98, Htt89a, Ish89a, Ish89b].

technique [KW05, KKP17, MTY02].

techniques [CP11, CM99, DF98a, DF98b, Gup99, JK03, OSG04, OC85, Bes95c].

Techno [Mon01, BF03, Kha99, KM97].

Techno-economic [BF03].

Techno-globalism [Mon01].

Techno-management [Kha99].

Techno-nationalism [Mon01].

Techno-innovation [DGR23].
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